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Haas reveals plans for GV to profit
President Thomas J. Haas' breakfast lecture details how university’s business presence can improve Michigan s economy
education for all Michigan residents
and an increasing pressure to
develop and serve a more diverse
Grand Valley State University
student body in a burgeoning global
President Thomas J. Haas spoke to economy, Haas addressed the main
members of the Seidman College of theme of his speech.
Business Alumni Association about
“When we do our business
the economic relationship between
well, your businesses share in that
the university and
success,” he said.
the surrounding area
Haas
then
“When we do our
Wednesday.
covered
a
series
of
business well, your
In his address,
talking points from
“GVSU... Minding
businesses share in
the 2008 GVSU
Our Business for
Accountability
that success.”
Your
Business,”
Report.
Haas praised the
He
discussed
quality of students
the
quality
of
attending
the
THOMAS J. HAAS
new
students
Seidman School and
GVSU PRESIDENT
attending GVSU,
discussed what their
the
university’s
presence
meant
high retention rate,
to local businesses as well as the the high percentage of GVSU
university’s role in improving the graduates who go on to work for
local economy.
local businesses, the university’s
After spending some time growing enrollment, the importance
discussing the challenges facing of diversity in a global market,
Michigan and its universities, the university’s efficient use of
which include a shrinking budget,
a pressing need for higher levels of
See Haas, A2
By Mark Couturier
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner
Early address:

President Haas talks with colleagues who attended the breakfast lecture at the Loosemore Auditorium in Grand Rapids

Campus Dining works in dirt
Worm hotels transform food waste to composte in effort to be ‘green ’
By Amanda Lechel
GVL Staff Writer

customization
process
and
developing business and marketing
ideas. Way launched T.WayCustoms
in 2007. A summer job with the
Detroit Pistons provided him with an
opportunity to get his new business
off the ground.
“I just kind of snuck into the back
tunnels and introduced myself to the
players, and then I was able to get
the clientele that I wanted,” he said.
Way custom designs and freehand
paints every pair of shoes on which
he works. His designs work with any
brand or type of shoe, so long as it
is made from leather and preferably
white.
He tries to keep his project
numbers fairly limited because of
his schoolwork, but Way estimates

The worm hotels’ complimentary breakfast at Grand
Valley State University does not include bagels, muffins
and coffee, but food waste from dining facilities.
The Green Team created the worm hotels in
February, hoping to become more environmentally
responsible.
The worm hotels are 2-by-3 foot boxes that hold
live red worms.
The worms eat food scraps and their waste falls
through a screen. The waste is squeezed and the
extracted liquid is called “worm tea,” which can be
used as fertilizer. The GVSU community garden uses
the worm tea for compost.
DJ. Wagner, a member
of
the Green Team and
“The worms
“innkeeper” for the worms,
take between 20 explained how the process
works:
and 40 days to
“The
worm
hotel
process the solid
takes pre-consumer waste
waste products
products such as coffee
grounds, fruits, vegetables
into fertilizer.”
and cereals along with
various compostable paper
D.J. WAGNER
products and uses worms
GREEN TEAM
to turn these into natural,
MEMBER
nutrient rich solid and liquid
fertilizer,”
Wagner said.
“The worms take between 20 and 40 days to process
the solid waste products into fertilizer, which will then
be used on campus and at the community garden to
help reduce the amount of materials purchased. By
expanding our composting project to include not only
vermicomposting (using worms to create compost) but
conventional composting as well, we look forward to
significantly reducing our landfill waste.”
Currently there is only one collection of worm
hotels. It is in the Padnos Hall of Science.
Wagner explained the time spent to get the
byproducts from the worms compared with the amount

See Way, A2

See Worms, A2

Courtesy Photo / Adrienne Rehm
Custom creativity:

Senior Tyler Way has designed custom shoes for professional athletes.

Student prospers with
custom design company
Chelsea Lane
GVl. Assistant News Editor

His clients, across the country
include LeBron James, Tayshaun
Prince and Rip Hamilton. But when
Tyler Way is not busy designing
shoes for some of sports’ biggest
stars, he calls Grand Valley State
University home.
The idea to start his own business
struck Way while trying to fend off
boredom in his freshman dorm.
“My freshman year I was in the
dorm rooms and just trying to distract
myself from studying like all other
kids do,” he said. “I had a sharpie
marker in one hand and for some
reason I just bent over and picked
up an old tennis shoe and sketched a
little design with the marker.”
After
researching
the

Courtesy Photo / News and Info

In an effort to promote sustainability and recycling,
GVSU is introducing a worm hotel. Leftover food is aided in
decomposition by worms and spread on the community garden's
soil rather than being thrown away.
Worm work:

Students evaluate, compare experience through new survey
MAP-Works helps students
utilize campus resources
By Anya Zentmeyer
6’VZ. Staff Writer

What if there was survey that would
generate a personalized report capable of
taking information and comparing it with
another’s report to advise and guide students
toward healthy habits?
Now there is.
Grand Valley State University is now
implementing a program called MAP-Works,
Short for Making Achievement Possible.
MAP-Works is a Web-based questionnaire
geared toward first- and second-year students.
It helps students identify where to get resources

Ian thorn
INDEX

to help them be successful at GVSU.
It generates comparisons to other GVSU
students through a personalized report (Student
GPS) that can be played back interactively.
Joseph
Godwin, vice
president
of
Academic
Affairs
and
campus
coord i nator
for
MAPWorks,
said
the program takes
it further than just simply a report. Godwin
added the rest of the GVSU administration
thinks MAP-Works can be an extremely useful
tool for its target audience.

“The report also provides information about
campus resources that students may wish to
use,” he said. “In addition, there is a MAPWorks team that is reviewing a few of the
reports and will
be providing
additional
information
about campus
resources
to
students.
We
think
the
program
does a great job
steering students to some useful resources
and helping align their personal expectations
and study habits. The report is presented in
an entertaining format and early reports from
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students are that it helps.”
Among the students sifting through this
all-inclusive survey is freshman Kurt VonEhr.
VonEhr said the test seemed a bit lengthy but
it was accurate.
“The questions covered every aspect of
college," he said. “It was more in-depth than
I was expecting.”
MAP-Works focuses on four main concepts:
learning (expected grades, grades earned
in past, study skills), connections (student
activities, residence hall life), making healthy
choices (time management, eating healthy)
and knowing yourself (academic abilities, self
management). It then compares each area of
the surveyor’s life to other student surveys
taken to create an overall average.
See MAP-Works, A2
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Haas
continued from page A1

resources and its relatively
low tuition rate compared
with other universities in the
state.
“We need to understand
that economic development
is part of our mission,” he
said.
Haas talked about the
importance of establishing
partnerships with businesses,
grade schools, community
colleges
and
other
universities to make better
use of resources, nurture
talented students and develop
and foster an "entrepreneurial
culture.”
Haas
also
discussed
the need for universities to
provide accountability for
their stakeholders.
“We will always be
measured by our constituency,
and I think we’ve made a
good return,” he said.
Haas concluded his speech
by telling his listeners, “If we
are successful in minding our

Way
continued from page A1

he has produced 50 or 60
pairs.
The modification process
begins when Way strips the
shoes of their factory coating
using leather preparer and
de-glazer.
He then applies multiple
coats of specialty leather
paints that will not chip,
crack or peel with normal
wear. Finally, the .shoes are
recoated with weatherproof
and waterproof finishes.
It takes Way between 25
and 35 hours, depending
on the design, to customize
a pair of shoes. Prices are
typically between $1,000
and $2,000.
His designs have been
featured on countless blogs,
as well as the Grand Rapids
Press, SLAM Magazine and
local news channel FOX 17.
"They’re very unique,”
the Pistons’ Rip Hamilton,

business, then you will be too,
and you can help us become
even more successful.”
When a student asked
him whether it was more
important for the university
to be strategic or pragmatic,
Haas answered: “Strategic
thinking has to be rounded
in reality. We have to think
strategically about the future
and develop a great set of
values. I don’t think of it as an
‘either-or,’ but as an ‘and.’”
When another student
asked about the cost of higher
education, Haas said he would
cut tuition by almost 5 percent
if the state of Michigan
fulfilled its minimum funding
promise to the university.
H. James Williams, dean
of the Seidman College, gave
the president’s speech “two
thumbs up.”
“I think President Haas
did a great job of sharing
with the audience how higher
education
generally, and
Grand Valley specifically, are
important, indeed critical, to
economic development in the
who owns five pairs of T.Way
, sneakers, said in a press
release. “Can’t nobody say
I’ve got the same sneakers
that Rip Hamilton got on his
feet.”
This spring. Way also
customized a pair of shoes
for Cleveland
Cavaliers
star LeBron
James
to
commemorate
his
MVP
award.
He was able to attend
Jaines'MVPpressconference
in Cleveland and speak with
James in person.
In addition. Way recently
completed sneakers to be
auctioned off during a charity
event sponsored by Chris
Paul of the New Orleans
Hornets this weekend.
But for students who
cannot afford a pair of
T.WayCustoms
shoes,
Way
recently
expanded
his business to include an
affordable T-shirt line called
the “We Run” College Series.
The first production run of

region and state,” Williams
said.
Dr. Jaideep G. Motwani.
chair and
professor of
management at the Seidman
School,
echoed
these
sentiments.
“I think it was positive
and appropriate, especially
in these economic times,”
Motwani said. "It clearly
demonstrated our leadership
strength and made me proud
to be a faculty member at
Grand Valley.”
But GVSU student Neil
Vestrand,
an
accounting
major, had mixed feelings
about the president’s address.
“I thought it was kind of
interestinghow President Haas
demonstrated the importance
of the relationship between
Grand Valley and Michigan's
business community,” he said.
“But the administration here
should lind ways to make our
campus more diverse and do
more to get funding for the
university.”

nu 'outourier© lanthorn rom
the “We Run GVSU” shirt
sold out within 24 hours.
Way is planning a second
runoftheGVSU shirts,which
will arrive next week and
sell for $20 at http://www.
twaycustoms.net, as well as
similar shirts for Michigan
State University. Shirts for
other in-state universities are
also currently available for
pre-order.
“A lot of students have
said a lot of good things
about them, so I’m just
going to try and get them to
as many students as I can if
they want them,” Way said
of the shirts.
As he nears the end of his
last semester at GVSU, Way
is already making plans to
continue his business after
graduation.
“Obviously finding jobs
is tough because of the
market,” he said. “So if I
can create my own job, then
that’s an ideal situation.”

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Worms
continued from page A1

ot work put into the project
does not quite equal out.
Various members of the
Campus Dining Green Team
maintain the worm hotel
daily.
Conditions
such
as
moisture content, processing
activity, biodiversity
and
worm life cycle stage as
well as a count are taken to
optimize conditions for the
best results. The caretaker
adds food to the hotel twice
a week until conditions for
collecting the fertilizer are
met.
When the fertilizer is
ready for collection, the hotel
will contain a dark dirt, which
is moved to one side of the
hotel.

MAP-Works
continued from page A1

“It helped me see that
l had to change some bad
study habits,” VonEhr said. "I
didn’t realize that the average
exam time was three hours
per exam. I’m only used to
studying about three hours.”
Despite complaints that
the program is lengthy and
too specific, Godwin said it
is important for students to
consider taking the survey and
follow through by reading and

New materials are placed
in the opposite side of the
hotel to begin a new cycle.
The caretaker then closes the
hotel for several days to allow
the worms to migrate to the
side where the new materials
have been added.
Once the worms have
migrated, the fertilizer is
removed and processed.
Because it is such a
complex and time-consuming
process, Wagner said the
Green Team plans to keep the
worm hotels operating but not
to open any more.
The worm project is only
one of the many projects in
which the Green Team has
invested. Wagner said the
group started last August and
has expanded since then.
“A major component of the
Green Team is collaboration.

research and development of
sustainability on campus,”
Wagner said. "We meet
weekly to give updates on
our projects and work with
organizations like the Student
Environmental
Coalition,
Students for Fair Trade and
GVSU Recycling Team to
focus our development.”
Ethan McCann, Campus
Dining
sustainability
manager, encouraged anyone
with ideas about composting
to contact Campus Dining.
“We are looking for new
ideas, and if there is anyone
who has any ideas please let
us know,” McCann said. “The
meetings are open to anyone.
Ideas can be researched and
then we can find the best
practices for Grand Valley.”

processing the student report.
“We think that MAPWorks can help students
understand what they need
to do to be successful and
complete college,” Godwin
said. “In a nutshell, that is
why we are asking students to
participate in the program.”
Originally developed at
Ball State University, MAPworks has been in use for
more than 20 years and is used
at 140 institutions nationwide.
A schoolwide e-mail will be

sent out by President Thomas
Haas in the next few days
with a link to the MAP-Works
Web site, which can also be
found at http://www.gvsu.
edu/map works.
The MAP-works form can
be completed until Monday.
“Follow the link in the
e-mail you received from
President Haas and complete
the program,” Godwin said.
“You’ll be glad you did.”

alechel@ lanthorn .com

azcntme\er@ lanthorn .com

How many hours a day on average do you spend studying?
How many hours each school night do you spend sleeping?
How well do you pay attention in class?
How often do you attend class?
What is the quality of your note taking?
How satisfied are you with your roommate?
How many credits are you enrolled in this semester?
How well do you organize your time?
How involved are you in other activities on campus?

assistantnews @ lanthorn rom

YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN US
FOR A MEMORIAL CELEBRATING THE LIFE OF

Dr. ( >liver Wilson

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Blue Cam Network
ofMichgan

Friday, October 2nd, 2009

Recent grad? Losing your parent’s
insurance? Blue Cross Blue Shield ot

I2IOO NOON
Grand River Room, Kirkhof Center
Allendale Campus
Reception to Follow

Mchigan has an affordable option for college
students.

Good: $49.30/ month
Better: $124.83/ month
Best: $168.13/month
Giiaianteod issue, no medical

Apply online:
www. sja tewidemedicaLcom
or call 616-991-1563

1)r. Wilson served GVSU as
Associate Director 01 Admissions July 1997- June 2003
Dean of Multicultural Affairs June 2003 - August 2009

Statewide Insurance Aihisors
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1GVL DIGEST
News in Brief

Local counties sponsor
medicine collection

I he Ottawa County
Health
Department
and the Holland Board
of Public Works will
sponsor
a
medicine
collection drive from 9
a.m. to noon Saturday at
the Ottawa County Health
Department
Holland
office.
T he office is located at
1225 1 James St.
Participants
are
encouraged to bring in
unwanted,
unneeded
or expired prescription
and over the counter
medicines in an effort to
reduce excess medications
in homes to help protect
children from accidental
poisoning.
A previous collection
in May 2009 brought in
250 pounds of unwanted
medications.
Health Fair open to
public at Centerpointe

A free Health Fair will
be held at Centerpointe
Mall from 9 a m. to noon
Saturday.
The event, hosted by
the Asian Center and the
Michigan
Association
of Physicians of Indian
Origin, will offer a nocost health screening as
well as various cultural
events, including a martial
arts demonstration.
Information will also
be provided on alternative
healing methods such as
acupuncture, yoga and
clapping hand therapy.
Economics department
hosts open house

The
economics
department will hold an
open house from 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m. today in room
2263 of the Kirkhof
Center.
The event provides
students with a chance to
meet department faculty
and learn about GVSU’s
Economics and Business
Economics programs.
There will be a short
presentation at 4:15 p.m.
and pizza will be served.
Workshops focus on
domestic violence

The GVSU Women’s
Center has partnered with
the Lakeshore Alliance
Against Domestic and
Sexual Violence to host
a series of workshops on
preventing dating and
domestic violence.
Social worker Lesley
Cogholl
will
present
the Oct. 8 workshop,
“Preventing
Dating
Violence.”
The Nov. 17 workshop,
“Mean Girls and Real
Boys,”
will
discuss
gender and bullying.
Both sessions will take
place from noon to 1:30
p.m. at GVSU’s Meijer
Holland Campus.
They are free of charge
and open to the public.
Tuition refund deadline
Friday

Friday is the last day
to drop classes and still
receive a 75 percent tuition
refund for that course.
Forms to drop classes
can be filled out in the
Student Services Building.
Visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/finaneialaid/
for
more information on drop
deadlines for the semester.
Lecture on challenges of
foreign writer

As part of the Hispanic
Heritage month events,
author
Hemil
Garcia
Linares will share his
experiences as a foreign
writer starting a career in
the U.S.
The
“Voices
of
Immigration”
lecture,
hosted by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, will
take place from II a.m. to
noon t(xlay in the Grand
River Room in the Kirkhof
Center.
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'Green' rides appeal to commuters
Changes, additions to public, private transportation options promote alternative forms of travel
2(X)8-09 fiscal year were GVSU
students, said Jennifer Kalezuk,
manager of communications
At first glance, owning and
and external relations for The
driving your own car around
Rapid.
*
campus may seem like the most
From Sept. 14-18, GVSU
convenient, comfortable option. participated in the Commuter
However, high gas, parking Challenge — a competition
permit and maintenence prices, among universities to see how
in addition to an emphasis on
many alternative miles their
sustainability, compel students students can log in one week.
to depend on alternative forms
Although GVSU won last
of transportation.
year, they were not victorious
At Grand Valley State
this year. Most of the miles
University, the number of logged came from Rapid travel,
parking permits sold so far this
said Kevin Wisselink. business
year is 10,957, compared with
transportation
and
public
12204 for the entire 2008-09 outreach coordinator for TTie
school year and 13219 for 2007Rapid.
08, according to the ITepartment
Another measure making
of Public Safety.
1’he Rapid a more attractive
Bob
Brown,
assistant
transportation option is the
director of Facilities Planning,
recent $5 million federal grant
said the decrease in purchased
received as the final installment
parking permits might be related
in a $12 million grant from
to a variety of r
2005.
factors.
“Having newer
The grant,
As
fewer
announced
buses helps
students drive
last week, will
operation costs. It's complete The
to
campus,
they must find
Rapid’s effort
also more pleasant
other
ways
to
replace 32
for passengers.”
of
traveling
aging
buses
such as The
JENNIFER KALCZUK
and
provide
Rapid, taxis or
THE RAPID
more
safety
shuttles.
and
comfort
“Students
for drivers and
don’t feel the need to bring a
passengers.
car to campus to get them where
Kalezuk said the Federal
they need to go because of the Transit Association requires a
bus system,” Brown said.
bus be replaced after six years
The Rapid, free to GVSU
of service, but Rapid CEO Peter
students, is the most popular
Varga said in a press release
form of public transportation
that this grant will reduce the
for students on the Allendale
average age of the Rapid’s buses
Campus.
to 4.6 years.
About two million of The
“Having newer buses helps
Rapid’s estimated 9.6 million
operation costs,” Kalezuk said.
to 9.8 million riders during the
By Lauren Fitch

GVL Managing Hditor

Courtesy Photo / G.R. Hopper
Alternative transportation:

The G.R. Hopper is one of many taxi services offered in downtown Grand Rapids

“It’s also more pleasant for the
passengers.”
Congressman Vernon Ehlers,
who helped secure the grant,
said in a press release, “Keeping
a modem, safe and efficient
fleet Of buses is one of the most
costly, but important, functions
of our local transit provider, and
I am pleased that this grant has
helped toward that end.”
As The Rapid continues to
upgrade and provide a valuable
service, there are times students
will want to go somewhere
other than where the Route 37,
48 or 50 can take them.
That’s where taxi services
such as the G.R. Hopper step
in.
Starting in August, the G.R.

Hopper travels a loop from Sixx
Nightclub to the Intersection,
stopping at many restaurants
and bars between. The G.R.
Hopper mns from 8 p.m. to 3
a.m. every TTiursday, Friday and
Saturday.
“Grand Rapids is growing
and we want to make it more
accessible,” said owner Peter
Wcxxlhouse.
“(The
G.R.
Hopper) connects with hotels,
condos and also Grand Valley.”
WtxxJ house
markets
his company as a reliable
designated driver for GVSU
students who want to explore
downtown
Grand
Rapids.
The G.R. Hopper stops at the
50 Campus Connector stop
at Seward Avenue and Lake

Michigan Drive.
Woodhouse said the low cost
of $5 for the night per person
or a group rate of $20 for five
people makes it a reasonable
option for students.
Regular riders can visit
their Web site at http://www.
gvsu grhopper.com to receive
updates on reduced weekend
rates and VIP services at some
of the clubs, including a drink
special at Sixx Nightclub and
a pass to the front of the line at
the B.O.B. with presentation of
a G.R. Hopper pass.
The two G.R. Hopper vans
complete the loop every half
hour and transport an average of
40 to 50 people a night.

managinReditor@ lanthorn £om

Group encourages women to 'feel your boobies'
feelyourboobies.com and Facebook.
Hurst
said
she
started
the
GVL Staff Writer
organization shortly after she was
Think October, think Breast Cancer diagnosed with breast cancer in 2004
Awareness month.
to lightheartedly remind her friends
October’s dedication to the national
about something that saved her life.
advocacy is well-known across the
The
campaign
has
received
country. The most popular selfhundreds of testimonials from women
examination announcementsare spread
saying, “FYBF campaign saved my
via unconventional and unexpected
life"
messages, such as “Feel Your Boobies,
Here at GVSU, students are
Remind a Friend,” which happens to
probably most familiar with the
be this year’s slogan for National Feel
traditional T-shirts sold every year
Your Boobies Week.
promoting self-breast examination in
The Pennsylvaniaa creative way. This
based
Feel
Your
“Many young
year’s design
will
Boobies
Foundation
have,
“I
(Layout:
this
women tune out
promotes the awareness
is supposed to be heart
messages about
week,
which is Oct.
symbol but I can’t copy
9-16.
breast cancer
one in here, please
Why
use
silly
help!) Boobs” on the
because they don't
phrases to reach out to
front and “fight like a
women?
believe they are at
girl” on the back.
“Many
young
Chelsea
Page,
risk... ”
women
tune
out
president of Colleges
messages about breast
LEIGH HURST
Against Cancer, said
cancer because they
FEEL YOUR BOOBIES
she thinks CAC’s way
don’t believe they are
FOUNDATION FOUNDER
of advocating selfat risk or the messages
examination through
are too clinical,” said
T-shirt designs is effective.
Leigh
Hurst, founder of the Feel
“Our designs are meant to target
Your BoobiesFoundation, in a press our own age group of college students
release.
in order to generate interest and
The foundation is spreading its
popularity, and then by people buying
message by giving away at least
and wearing the T-shirts, which many
10.(XK) “Feel Your B(x>bies. Remind
people on campus do year-round, the
a Friend” stickers through http://www.
message is spread.” Page said.
By Nadira Kharmai

GVL Archive / Josh Cygan
Cancer awareness:

Colleges Against Cancer sell T-shirts promoting breast cancer awareness

Sara Baker, secretary of CAC, said
she also believes raising awareness
makes a difference.
“I strongly believe that educating
people about what they can be doing
now. especially in their youth, is
crucially important in helping lower
the occurrence rate and death rate
of cancer later in life,” said Baker, a
three-year member of CAC.
CAC sells T-shirts not only to
raise awareness but also to help fund
research.

“Helping raise money to support
cancer research through things like
selling shirts or Relay For Life makes
me feel like I am doing my part to
help put an end to this nasty disease.”
Baker said.
The traditional T-shirts will be sold
during Family Weekend, Oct. 2-4
in the Kirkhof Center as well as Oct.
12-16. The shirts cost $10 and are
black. This year there will be a special,
limited-edition pink shirt available.

nkharmai @ lanthorn .com

Rener prepares professors as new director of Faculty Center
Christine Rener looks
to target needs of GV
faculty, respond to those
needs as FTLC director
By Katie Bludworth
GVL Staff Writer

In August. Christine Rener became
the new director of Pew Faculty
Teaching and Learning Center with
an exciting new outlook on how to
enrich the faculty of Grand Valley
State University.
With a job description including the
set-up of conferences and workshops
on how to better the teaching
environment within professors' own
classrooms, assisting in writing out
syllabi and even personal classroom
visits, the job itself maintains a
different agenda every day of the
week.
Rener comes to GVSU with
experience as the director of faculty
development at Carthage College in
Kenosha. Wis., where she also was the
associate professor of chemistry.

the position 12 years ago, the job of
She retains active participation in
the director was something completely
the American Chemical S(x:iety, the
Association for Women in Science different.
Frerichs began as a part-time
and lota Sigma Pi, an honor society
for women in chemistry. Like GVSU, director with a budget of $50,000 for
she said Carthage is “a liberal arts
the center, including grant money.
institution where teaching is very
At the time, the center worked
almost exclusively with workshops
important.”
With her knowledge of faculty
for the faculty on how to develop
development,
Rener
their
classroom
came into the position
experiences.
Now,
“Christine Rener
with a presentation
the center boasts
is the person (for
of her goals for the
a
$12
million
center and showed the
budget, almost four
the job). People are
advisory
committee
times what it was,
excited to see what
she had done her
with
profit
from
she has in store.”
everything the center
research on GVSU
has accomplished.
and
the
existing
CATHERINE FRERICHS
“There
is
an
program, in addition
FORMER DIRECTOR
impressive
center
to developing new
PEW FACULTY TEACHING
and a wealth of
ideas and carrying on
AND LEARNING CENTER
faculty development
the priorities.
courses and materials
Former director of
(at GVSU),” Rener
the center, Catherine
said in Grand Valley Magazine. “I
Frerichs, said the position is perhaps
was really impressed with the existing
the best job at the university as it
affords many opportunities to work
program.”
Frerichs said she believes Rener
closely with the faculty as well as
will continue on with the principle
being a central part of the university.
However, when Frerichs came into of the center and bring about new

♦♦

!

ideas to continue
the growth of the
Faculty Teaching
and
Learning
Center.
Remaining an
active participant
in the center is an
important part of
Rener's job, as Rener
working so closely
with the faculty makes it easier for her
to target the needs of the faculty at the
university.
To achieve her goals, she plans
to head several workshops over the
course of the year, working closely
with faculty and passing on the
knowledge she has acquired during
her time working at Carthage College
and researching GVSU before taking
up the position.
Frerichs said she is incredibly
confident in Rener’s ability to do well
in the position and bring about the
necessary growth in the center.
“Christine Rener is the person (for
the job),” Frerichs said. “People are
excited to see what she has in store.”
khlndworth @ lanthorn .com
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YOUK INSIGHTS

If you could change one thing about
GVSU what would it be?

"Book buyback
prices. When you
buy a book that
costs $160 you
only get about $40
back even if it is in
great condition."

"Lower convenience
shop food prices,
they are way too
high. And better
student organization
funding. I am a part
of the paintball club,
and we basically
have no funding."

"Intramural athletics,
I am disappointed
in them because the
prices are too high.
It's $40 per person,
and you only get to
play three games.
And if you sign up
late, or the day they
start, its $50 for
three games."

"The parking lots,
they need to be
bigger. I am tired
of trying to find a
parking spot for 20
minutes, especially if
we are paying $150
for a parking pass."

"The sprinkler
system, so it
doesn't water the
sidewalk."

Jen Johnson
Senior
Criminal Justice
Howell, Mich.

Evan Glass
Freshman
Computer Science
Allendale, Mich.

Zac Warner
Senior
Criminal Justice
Flint, Mich.

Ben Waite
Senior
Political Science
Spring Lake, Mich.

Eric Madden
Freshman
Business
Jenison, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Redcoat tips on how to beat recession
Nicole E.
Avery
<71 /,

Columnist'

Between the Grand
Valley Ixtnthom’s articles
on the increasing graduate
loan debt and yearly
tuition. I’m not feeling
too optimistic about
being kicked out of the
college nest and thrust
into the real world when I
graduate.
But don't give up quite
yet; I found an article
online at Yahoo that
temporarily renewed my
hope in finding a job after
I graduate.
In London, England,
earlier this week recent
British graduate David
Rowe took a walk down
one of London’s streets
bursting with legal firms
and investment banks.

Assistant News Editor

Valley Vote
Yes: 52%

No: 48%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Should varsity athletes be allowed to
schedule classes before other students

Lanthorn.com

due to practice time requirements?

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I>anthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
and he accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will he checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I an thorn.
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
a intent,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

He was adorned in the
typical job-hunting attire
— suit, tie, boot-black
shined shoes — but it
was the sandwich board
featuring his resume in
black print he wore that
made him stand out.
Rowe committed to
completing a five-day
business week in his
sandwich-board garb, and
even though he received
a job off er on the first
day, he was determined to
finish what he started in
hopes he’d have several
job offers to consider.
1 admire Rowe’s focus
and ambition when it
comes to achieving his
goal, something of which
everyone could use more.
It’s easy to feel sorry
for ourselves and blame
the recession or lady luck
for why we haven't been
more active in pursuing
different aspects of our
lives, but that still doesn’t

change the fact we need
to take a more active
initiative in this economy.
It could be the
difference in having a
second interview and not.
Ehow.com offers a list
of tips on how to stand
out in a job interview, and
they are all basic things:
be on time, take a bath
before, thank the people
interviewing you — none
of these tips are even
slightly as inventive as
Rowe.
My own personal
approach, I don't mind
sharing my undergrad
pro-tips, is I try to sound
as interested, moldable,
in need of a job and
ready to learn as possible
without coming across as
desperate.
That methcxl kind of
works, but I think the
best way to go about
employment after you
graduate is to attend job

fairs, such as the one
offered yearly at Grand
Valley State University.
At least a job fair
offers a chance to mass
pnxluce your resume
and get it out to as many
potential employers as
possible.
Wearing a sandwich
board with your resume
printed on it isn’t what a
career counselor would
advise. I don't know if
I would do it because
on this side of the pond
you'd probably be taken
as a substance-abusing
vagrant even if you were
in a pin-stripe suit.
Perhaps Rowe’s
success in landing a job
offer proves the trick to
success is being willing to
step out of your comfort
zone. It might take more
than a little effort and
elbow grease, but it’s not
impossible.

navery@ lantorn .com

The cost of (marketed) food
Jeremy

Should GVSU classes go “paperless
to promote sustainability?
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Faulty sprinkler heads on the
Allendale Campus are not only a
hassle for inhabitants, but an obvious
contradiction of the university’s claim
to sustainability.
The blatant waste of water on Grand Valley State
University 's Allendale Campus is an issue this
supposedly “green" school cannot ignore.
Almost 1.1 billion people around the globe lack
access to safe drinking water, according to the World
Water Council. Many of these people must walk miles
to fetch even a few buckets of the precious liquid.
Meanwhile, GVSU continues to water its sidewalks.
Perhaps it is because Michigan is not wanting for
fresh water that a few misdirected sprinkler heads can
be overlooked.
But how many hundreds of gallons of water
released every month through GVSUs sprinklers land
on the concrete walkways of the Allendale Campus
rather than its manicured lawns?
And how many gallons of that misdirected water
then becomes excess runoff and contributes to ravine
erosion?
Wrapping around parking lots and residence halls
and lining the walkways between academic buildings,
hundreds of sprinklers dot the Allendale Campus.
While it is admittedly difficult to monitor the
function of several hundred sprinkler heads, no
training is required to identify a sprinkler that is
clearly watering the cement more than the grass.
Broken sprinkler heads generally release a geyser
like stream, while heads that are merely misdirected
miss the grass completely.
A late night stroll around campus reveals the
prevalence of both these instances.
If GVSU can spend hundreds of thousands of
dollars building “LEED-certified" structures, sending
an individual around every so often to tighten and
replace sprinkler heads should not force another
tuition increase.
GVSU’s intentions toward sustainability are
commendable, but so long as such water waste
continues, the university cannot be fully deserving of
its “green" accolades.
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Many people complain
about the cost of food
on campus. Monday’s
headlining article in the
Grand Valley Uinthom
contained many of the
same concerns I’ve heard
voiced throughout the
years.
Ftxxl on campus
is often criticized as
being “unaffordable,’’
but Campus Dining
employees respond
the costs arc part of a
business model that
necessitates their being
so high.
To translate, asking
whether or not the price of
ftxxl on campus is ethical
is a sort of category emir,
since business rrKxlels
are not ethical beings.
But that response does
not address the complaint
the food is unaffordable,
which is a subjective and
practical claim.

There are two sorts
of people as far as this
issue is concerned. The
first is a despicable sort,
whose wealthy parents
foot the bill for dining,
rent, etc. 'ITiese people are
not concerned about the
price of f(xxJ on campus
(or the cost of rent in
Allendale) because they
send all of their needs to
a higher financial power.
If they have a job, it’s to
pay for liquor and video
games. For these people,
the statement, “f(xxl on
campus is unaffordable”
is a false one.
TTie second group is
a laudable and stalwart
sort who work for their
fcxxl. They probably don’t
live in Allendale because
for them rent there may
be unaffordable. It is this
type of people for whom
the statement, “fcxxl on
campus is unaffordable”
is true, and so it is this
type of people who are
stating it.
I’m not concerned
with those whose
daily concerns are

underwritten.
However, I have a
recommendation for those
working students who are
concerned about fcxxl on
campus.
This is it: ignore
Campus Dining. Become
unaware of the fact that
fcxxl sales take place on
campus. It should be
clear fcxxl on campus is
marketed exclusively to
those who don't have to
pay for it. So leave it to
them.
The more self-reliant
a person becomes,
the more healthy and
affordable that person's
life becomes, learning to
cook for yourself (and I
mean actual meals made
from scratch, not canned
soups) is a crucial step
towards reducing your
dependency on wasteful
business models. The
more you do by yourself,
the more you end up
saving. For example, let’s
say you buy a bottle of
pre-made alfredo sauce
at the store. If you were
to make the same amount

ui amcuu sauce irorn

scratch, you would pay
less and end up with a
higher-quality, healthier
product.*
In addition to this,
the personal connection
to your fcxxl you gain
by laboring over it
makes the experience of
consumption much more
satisfying.
My point in this
is simply to say
complaining about
the price of something
is not an appropriate
response when that thing
is something you could
make for yourself
The truth of Campus
Dining’s claim that the
nature of business makes
the prices necessary does
not mean we should just
sit back and hand over
our earnings. The more
a person removes their
dependence on “business
models,” the more they
are able to reclaim their
status as an ethical being.

jtwy@ lanthorn rom

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Lawyer presents Gitmo prisoners' poetry
Amnesty International to host discussion with lawyer Mark Falkoff on treatment of prisoners at Guantanamo Bay
By Susie Skowronek

medicine or by slashing their wrists.”
The inmates turned to writing as
a means to preserve their humanity,
I he only U.S. naval base in a
Falkoff said.
communist
Cuba,
Guantanamo
“Some of the poetry is offBay became infamous for housing
putting,” Wiseman said. “You can
prisoners of war during the War on
feel the anger, and some of that anger
Terror.
is directed at America and the Bush
Amnesty International will host
Administration.”
I he America We Believe in Does
Others talk about a lack of freedom
Not Torture” from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
and human rights, Wiseman said.
Friday in Cook-DeWitt to provide
However, not all of the poems
insight on the treatment of prisoners
in the collection show a hatred for
held at Guantanamo Bay.
American ideals.
“We want people to gain a better
Because they had their paper
understanding of why torture does not confiscated, the inmates scratched
work, why it breeds anti-American
their poems into Styrofoam dishes.
sentiment, where we should go from
The CIA worried about secret
here and to provide opportunities
messages in the poetry, so they
to take action,” said Amnesty
prohibited the writing from being
International
President
Ashley
published in its original Arabic.
Wiseman.
“We can see how this treatment
Dr. Mark Falkoff, n
breeds anti-American
a lawyer, will lead
sentiment,” Wiseman
“We
want
people
a discussion about
said.
“I
can
to gain a better
his
experiences
understand
where
representing
17
understanding of
they are coming from
Guantanamo
Bay
and
how their hatred
why torture does
inmates.
is fueled.”
not work ... ”
Falkoff will discuss
She
said
the torture the inmates
sometimes lawyers
suffered
including
cannot
access
stress positions, sleep
their
clients
in
ASHLEY WISEMAN
deprivation, blaring
Guantanamo,
and
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
music and extremes
the
government
PRESIDENT
of heat and cold.
disallows lawyers and
They were sexually
detainees from review ing evidence it
humiliated with improper medical
uses against them.
treatment, taunted by women and
“A lot of times, it’s not even good
prevented from accomplishing their evidence — it’s hearsay,” Wiseman
daily prayers, a pillar of Muslim faith, said.
Falkoff writes in the introduction
For example, in Afghanistan,
to ‘‘Poems from Guantanamo: the
the U.S. government distributed
Detainees Speak.”
pamphlets promising rewards to those
A compilation of the inmates’ civilians who turned in suspicious
poetry is available in the bookstore.
neighbors, Wiseman added.
“In truth, it is someth ingot a miracle
Currently, Amnesty International
that the collection - or the poetry that
wants to form a committee to
comprises it - even exists,” Falkoff investigate
what
happened
at
said. “Indeed, dozens of prisoners Guantanamo.
have attempted suicide by hanging,
“Should we prosecute those
by hoarding and then overdosing on
('VI. Laker Life F.ditor
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Inhumane: Even graffiti focuses on torture methods. An on-campus lecture will bring treatment of Gitmo detainees to students' attention

government officials who thought
they were doing their jobs?” Wiseman
said.
Amnesty International wrote a
petition to urge the U.S. government
to “respect human rights, follow the
law and counter terror with justice.”
The organization asks students to
sign petitions to the three lawmakers
to put four main resolutions in
action:
1.
to
“investigate
torture
and other human rights violations
committed by the U.S. government;”
2.
to ensure “Guantanamo
detainees must either be charged with
a crime and fairly tried in U.S. federal
court, without recourse to the death
penalty;’’

3.
to “bring U.S. detentions at
Bagram and other U.S. facilities in
Afghanistan and Iraq into compliance
with international law and human
rights standards;”
4.
to “close all
possible
loopholes for torture and other illtreatment.”
Students can find the full text of
Amnesty International’s petition to
Michigan’s senators and President
Barack Obama at a table in Kirkhof
Center for the rest of this week.
“The inmates may be labeled as
criminals, but that is no reason to use
torture to get information,” said Molly
Barnard, vice president of Amnesty
International.
From Falkoff’s lecture, students

can learn a problem exists. The
victims are denied their human rights
and denied habeas corpus, Barnard
said. Students can pass this message
on and bring change.
“Not to say there are not real ‘bad
guys’ at Guantanamo,” Wiseman
added.
However, the U.S. has also held
prisoners for many years on “no
proof.”
Wiseman said the issues with
Guantanamo fuel tension between the
U.S. and the Middle East.
“It’s my country, representing
me,” she said. “The relationship with
the Middle Esast is already in a tough
spot.”

lakerlife@ lanthorn .com

Student Senate uses Voice
Week to ID campus issues
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

Courtesy Photo / InterVarsity

Faith: The members of InterVarsity pose during a past retreat, which are designed to build faith and friendship.

InterVarsity retreat to build community
and non-threatening way.”
InterVarsity,
an
oncampus, student-led Christian
For students looking to group, focuses on leadership
meet new people and to have development
and spiritual
fun, InterVarsity Christian
growth.
Fellowship will hold their fall
Several
students
in
retreat Friday and Saturday
InterVarsity will return this fall
at Barton lutke in Vicksburg, for the retreat after sharing in
Mich.
the experience last year.
'Hie cost of the retreat is
“I am going on (the retreat)
$10 and covers three meals.
because it’s awesome to just
C a r p o o I s
get away from
will leave the
campus
and
This
annual
retreat
Kirkhof Center
hang out with
was designed to
at 5:45 p.m.
friends and get
Friday and will
to know new
provide a time to
return Saturday
people,” said
build community,
night.
I ntervarsity
Students
meet new
member Betsy
interested
in
Hoisington.
people ... ”
going on the
“Usually
we
ANNA MAROTTI
retreat
must
hang out, play
INTERVARSITY DIVERSITY
sign up by today
some games,
COORDINATOR
at InterVarsity’s
eat, do a little
large
group
worship
and
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the
talk about what it means to
Thomapple Rtxrni in Kirkhof follow Jesus and how to live
Center.
out our faith individually and
“This annual retreat was
as a community.”
designed to provide a time to
During the retreat students
build community, meet new
will get training on different
people and leam more about
ways to share their faith, break
what InterVarsity is doing at
into small groups and spend
GVSU,” said Anna Marotti, time in worship.
diversity
coordinator
for
“We also usually do what
InterVarsity. “We will have
is called a retreat of silence
conversations about what it
and you just spend three hours
means to follow Jesus and
reading the Bible, focusing
about the truth and the love that on God and journaling,"
we find in him. It will be a time
Hoisington said. “It's awesome
to explore why we believe what just to have intentional time to
we believe and how to share
connect with God.”
that with others in a relevant
InterVarsity
member
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer

Samantha Sheppard went on
last year's retreat hoping to
make some new friends and get
more involved.
“I think it goes without
saying that I had tons of fun
with all the games and ftxxl and
music,” she said. “But I also
met some amazing, talented
people who love the Lord and
challenged me to do the same.
This retreat was the building
block for some really amazing
friendships with people who I
am still really close to UxJay.”
InterVarsity member Olivia
White said she found she was
able to grow in her faith by
attending last year’s retreat.
“InterVarsity is such a great
place to grow and be part of a
loving Christian community
that is earnestly seeking God’s
heart for the campus," she
said.
White added she still
remembers some topics of last
year’s discussions.
“One of the student leaders
had a session about the
importance of quiet time on
our personal walks with God,
which continues to affect me
as I grow,” she said. “We also
learned about what InterVarsity
calls
‘conversational
evangelism,’ which sounds
scary but is an easy way to get
out and impact those around
us. It was altogether a life
changing experience for me,
and I am so excited to be able
to go again.”

ahleeker@ lanthorn jcom

Student Voice Week is the Student Senate’s
outreach to get the opinion of students.
Using a data-gathering table in Kirkhof
Center, the senators hand out surveys to collect
information on theme requirements and listing
majors on diplomas.
Student Senate also encourages students
to bring forward their issues using a comment
box.
“This week is the main way we can find
out student opinion,” said student senator Joe
Kettinger. “If we don't know what the student
body is thinking or feeling, we’ve lost touch
with our base."
This week, Student Senate also wants to
verify some of their previous research.
“Student Voice Week allows us to collect
data to actually confirm and give us actual hard
numbers to prove it,” said Bill Selesky, vice
president of Educational Affairs for the Student
Senate. “We want to arm ourselves with data
to show faculty members what students think
and want because sometimes faculty are fairly
disconnected.”
In previous suggestion boxes, the senators
have received numerous suggestions about
themes and general education requirements.
The Student Senate had heard about the theme
issue for several years from students frustrated
with the theme requirements, especially double
majors or those in majors with many high-level
requirements, Selesky said.
I^ast winter, the Student Senate endorsed
several propositions that initiated a conversation,
Selesky said.
The Student Senate asked students with
minors be exempt from theme requirements and
for students to be able to choose three upperlevel courses to create their own theme - similar
to the study abroad theme.
The faculty governances, committees
primarily composed of faculty, said they would
have a response by fall.
This week, faculty governances have
commenced meetings to review the educational
goals of the university.
ITie purpose of liberal education is to give
students a breadth of knowledge with a variety
of classes from different fields.
The governances must decide if themes
provide the intended educational variety, said
Student Senate President Autumn Trombka.
These committees aim to decide on a route
by which they plan to proceed by the end of the
semester,Trombka added.
“I don’t think they will do away with themes,"
she said.

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com for a
web exclusive farmers' market story.

As many students have suggested, the faculty
governances, specifically the general education
subcommittee, may revise theme and general
education requirements such as the requirements
for Writing 150 and math.
The second issue the senate brings to
students’ attention is allowing graduates' majors
on their diplomas.
The senate has debated this issue for a
couple of years, and Trombka said it has lost its
urgency.
“Some students say when they go to get
hired, a Bachelor of Science does not mean as
much as a specific field,” she said. “But on the
other side, students can just as easily explain
their major.”
At this time, about half the universities
in Michigan put majors on their diplomas,
Trombka said.
While Student Senate looks for cooperation
in gathering data on these two issues, they also
want further feedback on other campus issues.
Previously, students and senators have made
the voice week a success, extending library
hours until 2 a.m. to better comply with student
schedules,Trombka said.
To instigate future change on campus
students can place comments and questions
in the box at the Student Senate’s table in the
Kirkhof Center.

lakerlife@ lanthorn .com
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Speak up: Students can voice their opinions
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Shooters score soccer unbeaten record
Laker women's team averages 27 shots per game, shows balance of offensive production early in season
helped his players create offensive
opportunities for everyone.
“We have a very offensiveThroughout the first seven
oriented system and we have a
games of this season, Grand Valley
lot of kids who like to shoot,”
State University’s women’s soccer
he said. “You have to score to
team has relied on team consistency
win, so it’s good to have all those
in all aspects of the game to attain
players who want to create those
their 6-0-1 record.
opportunities.”
“Coach (Dilanni) really stresses
Not to be outdone, the Laker
connecting on all levels of the field, defense has also flourished, getting
and I think that’s helped us from
contributions not just from their
our very first game until now,”
natural defenders but from every
said sophomore midfielder Erin
player on the field.
Mruz, who currently ranks 14th in
“We try to talk about a
the nation with a team-leading five
responsibility among all three levels
assists.
(forwards, midfielders, defenders)
While the season is still young, to help out defending so that makes
the team has already shown great
the defender’s job easier,” Dilanni
balance of offensive production by
said. “We always
averaging 27 shots
think of it as a goal
“We always think
per game — almost
of ours to be one
five more shots than
of it as a goal of
of the best against
last
season.
Six
(average) teams in
ours to be one of
players have scored
the country.”
two or more goals
the best against
Senior
and six have added
defenders Natalja
(average) teams in
two or more assists
Stanski,
Caitlin
the country. ”
so far for the Lakers.
Boyak,
Amber
“We’re
happy
DAVE DIIANNI
Bloem and junior
with our depth and
GVSU HEAD COACH
defender Jenna
our
options
we
Wenglinski, along
have to go to right
with the rest of
now,” said coach Dave Dilanni, the defensive unit, have shown
whose team notched a 2-0 victory
experience in shutting down
over Ashland University Sunday, teams.
marking the 30th consecutive
“1 think what we definitely do is
GLI AC victory dating back to 2006.
pride ourselveson communication,”
“We feel we have a lot of players
Stanski said. “The entire time, I’ve
that can be interchangeable, and it’s
played with Jenna and Amber and
helped with the competitiveness in
I'm comfortable with them. I think
practice.”
that’s what makes us really strong
Dilanni said the system, which
as a unit.”
features a 4-3-3 formation, has
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Senior Reporter

GVL Archive / Andrew Mills

To steal: GVSU junior forward Jaleen Dingledine kicks in a the first goal during Friday's home game against Northern Michigan
University. The women's soccer team has a 6-0-1 record heading into two home games on Friday. GVSU will face Findlay and Tiffin.

However, Stanski said all the
defenders need to continue to stay
focused.
“Sometimes in a game, we
may not have to do a lot for a
certain period of time,” she said.
“I think it’s important that we keep
communicating the way we are and

don’t have any letdowns. We have
not seen a lot of action yet from
teams, but that is due to come at
some point, so everyone needs to
be ready.”
After returning home from
a Wednesday game against the
University of Indianapolis in Fort

Wayne, Ind., the team will start the
first of two home games on Friday
against the University of Findlay
Oilers beginning at 4 p.m. The other
game will feature the Dragons of
Tiffin University at noon Sunday.

jf>reenleaf@ lanthorn .com

Lakers prepare to face ‘wounded’ Tech team
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor

Time and time again, Grand Valley State
University head football coach Chuck Martin
has warned his players not to look at last week’s
scores when preparing for upcoming opponents.
This week is no different, as the No. 1
ranked Lakers (4-0, 3-0 GLIAC) face a winless
Michigan Tech team (0-3, GLIAC 0-3) Saturday
that got blown out at home last week by their
rival Northern Michigan,48-16.
“We never like to play teams that were
killed the week before,” Martin said. “Now we
have them back-to-back, where they just got
annihilated by a big rival at home.”

Coming off a hard-fought rivalry game of
their own, as they won 17-10 against Ferris State
on Saturday, the Lakers must now travel nine
and a half hours to the Upper Peninsula.
However, Michigan Tech may be without
their top two offensive weapons in starting
quarterback Steve Short and running back
Phil Milbrath, who both suffered game-ending
injuries last week.
“It’s a tough place to play up there, and
they’re licking their wounds from losing to their
rival,” Martin said. “(But) they will be ready to
play and if those guys are hurt, they will still be
ready to play.”
None of Michigan Tech’s other quarterbacks

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

Drills: The Laker football team runs offensive drills at practice on Tuesday in Allendale, Mich. The team is preparing
for a game at Michigan Tech this weekend Michigan Tech is 0-3 and GVSU is 4-0 heading into Saturday's game.

on its roster have seen significant playing time.
this season. The trip to Houghton, Mich., marks
They consist of three freshmen and junior the team’s fourth road game in five games.
Brent Heim, who completed his first collegiate
That may contribute to some early season
touchdown last week.
mental mistakes and a temporary loss of focus,
If Short’s injury keeps him out of Saturday’s
Martin said.
game, then the Lakers’ defense will defend
“I’m always worried about that,” he said. “A
against a quarterback they have not seen on
nine-and-a-half hour bus ride makes you lose
tape.
focus. They’re 0-3, and we’re 4-0 — that makes
“They’ve been scoring a ton of points ever you lose focus. There’s a lot of different ways
since Short has been their quarterback,” Martin
to lose focus, when you're 18 to 24 years old,
said. “He’s a guy that runs around and makes a
you’re having problems at home, problems with
lot of things happen. If he doesn’t
your girl, who knows what else.
play, we won’t really know
We’ve all got to work on that
“A nine-and-a
anything about the other guy.”
every day.”
half-hour bus ride
Despite the uncertainty of
However, being so far away
which quaterback they will face,
from home this weekend might
makes you lose
Martin said he does not expect
unexpectedly help the team’s
focus. (Tech) is 0-3,
Michigan Tech’s offense to look
focus.
and we're 4-0 ... ”
much different with head coach
"There’s not a whole lot
Tom Curley still calling the
else to do in the U.P.,” Martin
shots.
said. “I don’t want to offend
CHUCK MARTIN
“He’s been running this
any ‘U.P.-ers’ but when I go up
GVSU HEAD COACH
offense since the early ‘90s or
there, I’m usually pretty bored
late ‘80s,” Martin said. "They’re
so it’s pretty much just football.
very systematic with what they do. I don’t think
So that may actually help us.”
they’ll change hardly at all.”
Junior defensive lineman Danny Richard
Martin admitted, though, there will
seems to enjoy the downtime until Saturday
undoubtedly be a drop off talent-wise at
night’s game, enjoying the Northern Michigan
quarterback with Short out.
nature.
“Steve Short is a pretty special player,” he
“We just like to kick back; we don't like to
said. “Not knocking the second kid, but there’s a
bum ourselves out,” he said. “Coach Martin just
reason he’s not Steve Short.”
makes sure we take it easy.”
According to junior linebacker Justin Victor,
Michigan Tech will host the No. I Lakers in
the Lakers’ defense will prepare for the better the first night game in their history, with kickoff
player.
set for 6 p.m.
“We’re going into it thinking Short is going
sports @ lanthorn xom
to play because he’s obviously the bigger threat
See more: Visit Lanthorn.com
with his run game,” Victor said. “From what I
hear, the other guy is not too mobile.”
for a web exclusive fantasy :
Playing within the confines of Lubbers
football column and varsity blog.
Stadium is a luxury the team has had only once

Multi-talented: Women’s basketball raps while helping to build home
By Emanuel Johnson
GVZ. Staff Writer

In today’s rough economic
climate, banks are foreclosing on
houses all across Michigan. People
simply cannot afford to live in their
homes because of layoffs and scarce
employment opportunities.
Last weekend, the Grand Valley
State University women’s basketball
team did its part to combat the
housing crisis and help a family
in need. As part of Habitat for
Humanity, the team helped build a
home near the intersection of 28th
Street and Kalamazoo Street in south
Grand Rapids, logging more than
120 collective hours of community
service.
The team worked in stations
in putting together the fourplex
home. Among the tasks performed
were trimming, construction and
painting.
GVSU head coach Janel Burgess
said the tasks the team performed

during its community service closely
resemble the tasks awaiting them on
the court.
“We all had to do different things
that we weren’t used to doing,” she
said. “We had to build a deck and
put up cabinets and make sure we
followed all of the directions — all
of which I think simulate what it’s
like on a basketball court. It’s all
about putting together our unique
abilities and personalities together
to be successful.”
Although much of the team
described the experience as a
wonderful opportunity to give
back to the community, the job
was by no means easy. Many team
members had never performed the
fundamental tasks of carpentry.
“It pretty much took us all
morning to figure out how to do the
trimming right," said sophomore
point guard Jasmine Padin. “If you
didn’t measure things right, then it
wasn’t going to work out the way
it’s supposed to. It was a good thing

that (sophomore shooting guard)
Emma (Veach) knew how to handle
a saw.”
While the work was tough, the
day yielded an excellent opportunity
for the returning players to learn
things about their new freshmen
teammates that might have otherwise
gone unnoticed — such as rapping.
“(Freshmen) Lauren Stodola and
Briauna Taylor can rap,” Padin said.
“We were all working all day, and
they came up with the rap in about
four hours. For them to come up with
a rap before lunchtime and have it as
good as it was, that was amazing to
me. It gave us a great opportunity to
interact with each other.”
Once the house is completely
finished, one low-income family
will get the opportunity to receive
a loan for the home at a lower than
usual rate.
In preparation for its on-thecourt experience, the team has been
participating in daily weight training
and conditioning exercises for the

majority of the offseason.
“It’s the most important part of
bringing together a team,” Burgess
said. “The off-season is where you
want to build your mentality and
discipline and drive to get where
you want to be. We’re focusing on

conditioning right now so that we
can focus on basketball once Oct. 15
gets here.”
The team will open up the season
with an exhibition match against
Indiana University on Nov. 5.
ejohnson @ lanthorn .com
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PIGSKIN PICK'EM
Sports writers go
head-to-head in
choosing victors of
weekend matchups
See more on the Web
Matt Kuzawa
GV Z Sports
Editor

4-0 last week,
7-1 overall

Jared
Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

4-0 last week,
7-1 overall

Michigan State vs Wisconsin
at Wisconsin
noon ET

Michigan vs. Indiana
at Michigan
noon ET

Michigan 38 Indiana 20

The Maize and Blue are as
focused as ever. There may be
worry they could look ahead
to next week's big game, but I
don't see it.
Michigan 31 Indiana 20

The Hoosiers give the
Wolverines secondary problems
early, but Carlos Brown rescues
Michigan with another solid
rushing game.

Aaron Brandt

Michigan 38 Indiana 13

GVL Staff Waiter

The Wolverines open Big Ten
play on a positive note for the
first time in a while.

3-1 last week,
5-3 overall
Greg
Monahan
GV 7. Staff Writer

4-0 last week,
7-1 overall
Emanuel
Johnson
GVl. Staff Writer

Michigan 31 Indiana 13

Michigan could easily be
looking ahead to Sparty next
week and make this closer than
it should be, but an upset in
Ann Arbor is not in store.
Michigan 34 Indiana 14 If

Michigan doesn't win, then
Rodriguez will have a lot to
answer to.

Did not pick
last week,
2-2 overall

Michigan State 27
Wisconsin 23

All is not well in East Lansing.
However, Michigan State head
coach Mark Dantonio has too
much pride to lose three in a row.
Michigan State 30
Wisconsin 20

The Spartans rebound this week
with a big passing performance
from quarterback Kirk Cousins to
pull off a big win in Madison.
Michigan State 27
Wisconsin 23

I still think Michigan State can
salvage their season, as long
as the defense comes around
starting this week.
Wisconsin 28 Michigan
State 23

Until the Sparties prove they
can play an entire game
without choking, I will never
pick them to win.
Michigan State 17
Wisconsin 20

The Badgers are undefeated at
home, and with the way the
Spartans are playing, I see it
staying that way.

AP Photo / Al Goldis

Green: Michigan State coach Mark Dantonio gives instructions to players during a
.timeout in the fourth quarter of an NCAA college football game against Central Michigan,
Saturday, Sept. 12, 2009, in East Lansing, Mich. Central Michigan won 29-27

Michigan StateWisconsin at a glance
By Colin Fly
AP Sports Writer

Michigan State (1-2) at Wisconsin
(3-0), II a.m.CT(ESPN)
Line: Wisconsin by 3.
Series Record: Michigan State
leads 27-20.
Last Mating: Nov. I, 2008,
Michigan State, 25-24.
What’s at Stake
Already 3-0, Wisconsin would love
a win over Michigan State because it
would go a long way toward helping
the Badgers reach a mid-tier bowl
game or better. The Spartans just need
something positive to happen after
losing in the final minute to Central
Michigan and Notre Dame. A victory
means Michigan State would get off to
fast start in Big Ten Conference play
and can still salvage its season.
Key Matchup
Michigan State WR Blair White
vs. Wisconsin CBs Antonio Fenelus
and Devin Smith. Blair, a former
walk-on, has 22 catches for 342 yards
with four TDs in three games. He had
a 164-yard effort against Wisconsin in
a 25-24 win last year in East Lansing,
Mich. Fenelus took over for CB Aaron
Henry and was a starter for the first
time last week. Smith grabbed his
first interception of his career against

Wofford.
Players to Watch
Michigan State: QB Kirk Cousins.
If the pressure wasn’t on the sophomore
first-year starter before the season,
it certainly is now after his shaky
decision-making on the Spartans’ final
drive against Notre Dame. Cousins
has a 65.7 percent completion rate and
five TDs. but his first interception of
the season against the Irish puts him in
the spotlight for the wrong reasons.
Wisconsin: RBs John Clay, Zach
Brown and Erik Smith. Smith, a
freshman, vaulted himself into the race
for starter after his solid performance
against Wofford. A week after a careerhigh 143 yards. Clay fumbled three
times against the Terriers. Brown lost
his starter’s job, then a fumble against
the FCS school.
Facts & Figures
ITie Spartans are 5-8 on the road
since coach Mark Dantonio took over
in 2007. ... Wisconsin has scored all
12 times its been inside the 20 (10
touchdowns, two field goals), the only
team in the Big Ten to be perfat on
at least 12 attempts this season. ...
Michigan St. LB Greg Jones leads
the Big Ten in tackles with 38. ...
Wisconsin DE O'Brien Schofield is
tied for the NCAA in tackles for loss
with 15.

Golf teams notch third
• place wins during weekend
By Aaron Brandt
GVl. Staff Writer

Once again, the Grand Valley
, .■ State University golf program
:,i>; proved it can compete with
V anyone, regardless of division
or nuiking.
TTiis past weekend, the
r<
Lakers traveled to Ball State
i • _ University for the Cardinal
Lp Classic held in Yorktown, Ind.,
1 •• . where they finished third in a
L . field that mostly consisted of
Division I schools.
I.rf'. “The team played pretty well
overall,” said women's head
I..,- coach Rebecca Mailloux. “We
finished third there last year, so
I v we expected to be right back
I - ., there again.”
Eastern Michigan University
■ >> won the event, finishing nine
I. strokes ahead of the leakers with

a score of 591 over two rounds.
“Finishing
third
was
obviously something we are
proud to accomplish” said
senior Allie Tyler. “We had
only one person score above
80, which shows that we were
consistent and deep.”
Tyler led the team with a
2-under-par 142, which was
good for second place overall.
“Allie (Tyler) played great
golf all weekend,” Mailloux
said. “Any time you have
players under par, that’s a good
sign.”
Sophomore Sarah Hoffman
also placed high, finishing in
12th place overall with a score
of 150.
“I played well, but I feel like
I was a couple of shots away
from a really good game,”
Hoffman said. “We realized that

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Athletics

; • Follow through: Junior Allie Tyler finished in second place and was one
' Z of two players under par for the Cardinal Classic in Yorktown, Ind.

Courtesy Photo I Faceftook

Long drive: Senior Matt Malloure shot 73-76 for a 149 (+5), tying him for
39th place at the Great Lakes Region Invitational No. I this past weekend

we had to play conservatively in
order to make our shots.”
While the Lakers have
remained
competitive
all
season, Mailloux said she thinks
the team’s best golf is still ahead
of it.
“We all have not strung
together two or three solid
rounds at the same time all
season,” she said. “Once we
accomplish that, we will be
unbeatable.”
The next step for the women’s
team is the Bing Beal Classic in
Findlay, Ohio, on Sept. 27-28.
The GVSU men’s golf
team also competed this past
weekend at the Great flakes
Regional Invitational No. 1, a
twonlay event held in South
Haven, Mich.
The team placed third after
a solid finish led by sophomore
Nick Gunthorpe. Gunthorpe
shot a 143 after two rounds,
earning him a sixth-place finish
overall.
“Nick (Gunthorpe) came
back strong on his second day,
which was pretty big for our
overall score ” said sophomore
Mike Basinski. “He shot a 76
on the first day and then a 67 on
the sa'ond day, which is a huge
improvement.”
Gunthorpe was not the only
golfer to recover after a slow
start. The team was six strokes
over par after day one, only to
follow it up with a 4-under-par
effort the next day.
“We really didn't play that
well the first day,” said freshman
Chase Olsen. “Once we got
comfortable with the course, we
started to hit our shots and play
better overall.”
As the leakers improved
their game, they moved up the
leaderboard from eighth after
day one to third overall.
The men’s team will head to
Noblesville. Ind., to play in the
Division II Preview on Sept.
28-29.
“The Preview will be a great
measuring stick for where we
are in the season,” Olsen said.
“We have some work to do. but I
feel like we.can go and compete
with anyone right now.”

abrandt@ lanthorn rom

GVL Archive / Brian 6. Sevald

Slick stick: GVSU player Derek Williams brings the puck into the Western zone during a game last season.

With new coach, hockey team hopes
to return to championship form
By Greg Monahan
GVl. Staff Writer

With a new head coach
behind the bench and several
returning upperclassmen, the
Grand Valley State University
men’s club hockey team lcx)ks
to return to national prominence
this season.
After a tumultuous 2(X)809 season that saw multiple
coaching changes and a
disappointing finish outside
the top I0, this year's team
will feature many of the same
faces. But. they will welcome
a new one, as head coach Mike
Forbes takes control of the
team.
Forbes, who has spent time
as an assistant on the men's
hockey team but never as a
head coach, has already had a
positive effect on his players.
“Mike (Forbes) is one of the
best coaches I have ever played
for,” said junior forward Ryan
Welch. “He's played in the
National Hockey league and
at other very high levels. With
his knowledge of the game,
he'll bring our team in the right
direction.”
Taking over for the team's
previous head coach. Denny
Mcl^ean, Forbes said he will

preach a slightly different style two previous seasons has kept
almost every puck out of the
of play than GVSU coaches
have in the past.
net. He received All-American
honors his freshman year and
“Working with
Denny
looks to help return the team
(McLean), we had a lot in
common and that's why we to the dominance they enjoyed
had a good partnership,”
two years ago.
“I don’t see any reason
Forbes, who spent time in the
why we can't finish in the top
‘70s and ‘80s as a defenseman
five this year,” said Lyon, who
for the NHL's Boston Bruins
led the Lakers to a third place
and Edmonton Oilers said.
national finish in the American
“But my focus is more in
Collegiate Hockey Association
the defensive zone and then
working outwards from there. during his second year at
We need to take care of our GVSU. “I expat a lot out of
the team this year. We’ve got
end and prevent ourselves
from turning over the puck and guys on every single line and
every single defensive pairing
giving up goals.”
With so many returning , who can produce at moment's
starters, Forbes said lie is
notice.”
excited to have a team filial
In addition to the team’s
depth, Lyon is also excited for
with experiencal and talented
players.
Forbes and what he will bring
“We’ve got a lot of depth
to the team.
and skill on our htvkey team."
“His leadership has been
he said. “I could go through
felt by everyone.” he said. “His
any one of our lines and have guidance, prcgame speahes
something positive to say about
and conduct in practice, they
those players. I think our team
help set the tone for the team. It
starts from the net and works really helps guide us in making
its way (Hit. We've got quite a
the right decisions on the ice.”
The season opener for
bit of experience back on our
the leakers is Friday against
blue line and on the offensive
Northern Michigan. The puck
side.”
On most nights, playing drx>ps at Ga>rgetown Ice
Arena, at 7 p.m.
goalie for the lakers will be
gmonahan @ lanthorn .com
senior Grant Lyon, who in his
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DeVos family brings $250,000
ArtPrize to Grand Rapids

Courtesy Photo / Parker Wallace

handprints for hope
kids I’ve ever been around”
said
Tingle as she explained
GVL Staff Writer
these orphans never took
anything for granted.
Orphans in Rwanda reach
Shaynon
Munn,
vice
for hope through their pa intings
president of GVSU’s chapter
of "We Are Rwanda” that will
of students for a Peaceful
be entered into Grand Rapids’
Africa, has been helping in
ArtPrize competition.
the promotion of “We Are
Parker Wallace, a Grand
Rwanda” alongside Wallace.
Valley
State
University
No matter if the orphans win
student, went on a trip to Africa
the competition or
last
summer.
not, Munn said she
During the trip
is pleased to see
he helped several
the word get out
orphanages
in
about Rwanda.
Kilagi, Rwanda.
“Art can break
Wallace
said
that gap and make
he
immediately
people
realize
had a passion for
their
struggles,”
these
children
Munn said.
who suffered from
Wallace said
malnutrition and
he hopes “We
AIDS through no
Are Rwanda” will
fault of their own.
win the ArtPrize
When he heard
competition
so
of the ArtPrize
Courtesy Photo / Parker Wallace
the prize money
competition after
can go back to
his
return
to Youth: Orphans in Rwanda created art for entry into ArtPrize.
the children. He
Michigan, he saw
thechildren painted their hands
said his dream is to go back
it as an "opportunity to share
to Rwanda, build a medical
their story and bring them and put dozens of handprints
treatment center and school,
on
two
other
canvases,
an
hope.”
He sent four large canvases art concept unfamiliar to the and drill wells to give the
children access to fresh water.;
to one orphanage in Rwanda orphans.
Inside the handprints, a
“We Are Rwanda” is>
and had the children paint on
showing
at the Free Spirit
translator
wrote
each
child’s
them, intending to submit the
Worship Center in Grand
name and age. Children from
paintings to ArtPrize.
Rapids.
ages 6 to 17 participated.
Traci Tingle, who worked
dslahhekoorn @ lanthorn .com
“They’re the most joyful
with the orphans through the
By Danielle Slabbekoorn

ArtPrize will award more than $449,000 to top-10 artists
whose pieces receive most votes from viewing public
including professors of film and video
Deanna Morse and Kim Roberts. Morse
GVL A&E Editor
created a video installation and projection
ArtPrize may bear sponsors of big family
that examines nature through the lens of
names heard often in Grand Rapids, but it time and Roberts created a large-scale
is anything but an everyday Grand Rapids
video installation of giggling babies.
event.
“When I read about ArtPrize ... I jumped
The competition will be the largest of at the opportunity to create an installation
its kind in the world and award a total of where my film, with close-up images of
$449,000 to the top 10 vote-getters.
nature, would be projected in an urban
Its
founder,
space,” Morse said.
Rick DeVos, a
Her video projection is
member of one
shown on the windows of
of
Michigan’s
the Eberhard Center, and she
most influential
said students can see it from
families,garnered
the Pew Campus bus stop.
prize
money
Overall, the people behind
ranging
from
ArtPrize spoke with about
$250,000 for the
10,000 artists,design schools,
winner to $7,000
art schools, museums and
for 10th place.
galleries to bring the event to
The
event
fruition.
began Wednesday
“This is a bit of an art
and will continue
revolution,” said Jeff Speck,
through Oct. 10.
former director of design for
Winners will be
the National Endowment for
DEANNA MORSE
announced Oct.
the Arts, in a press release.
GVSU PROFESSOR
8.
Both professional artists
A
jury,
and amateurs contributed
however, will not
pieces to the competition.
do the voting at
Artists were invited to work together on a
ArtPrize. Guests’ text message and online
piece, but only one entry per person was
votes will determine the winner. Voter accepted.
registration began Wednesday, and anyone
“In this event,
16 or older can vote.
there are many
“It really is an incredible social media
voices and ideas,
experiment,” said Ginny Seyferth of and it provides
Seyferth & Associates, the public relations
a thoughtful and
group working with ArtPrize.
visual treat for all
Also unconventional is the location for of us who live in
GVL / Carol Dalrymple
the event: Grand Rapids as a whole. One this community,” Loch ness: A sculpted Loch
hundred fifty-nine different places in Grand
Ness monster sits in the river.
Morse said.
Rapids will serve as venues for ArtPrize.
All
venues
Any property in the city could become a
agreed to be open
venue, and the competition accepted any to
the
public
amount of art that would fit in the available
for at least the
venues.
following . hours:
More than 1,200 artists have registered 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
for the competition, including people from
Monday through
GVL / Carol Dalrymple
more than 12 countries and 44 states.
Thursday, noon to
Grass: Designs are mowed
“We have artists from all over the world
10 p.m. Friday and
into the grass by the Grand
participating in one city, at one point in
Saturday and noon
time,” Seyferth said.
to 6 p.m Sunday.
Grand Valley State University volunteered
For
more
two venues on the Pew Campus, the Meijer information
on
Public Broadcast Center and the DeVos
ArtPrize,
visit
Center Frey Foundation Courtyard, for the
h t t p : // w w w .
competition. Individual artists worked with
artprize.org.
individual venues to decide what pieces fit
GVL / Carol Dalrymple
best where.
arts® lanthorn rom
Roar: A metal dinosaur rears
More than 20 members of the GVSU
its head out of the cement
community are involved with ArtPrize,
By Haley Otman

“I jumped at the
opportunity to create
an installation where
my film, with closeup images of nature
would be projected
in an urban space.”

World Help Organization,
supervised the children as
they painted on the canvases.
When she asked the children
what they thought of Rwanda,
most of them thought of the
beautiful rolling hills of their
country.
Latimer, a teacher at the
orphanage, painted a landscape
picture of Rwanda while 70 of

into focus

By Danielle Slabbekoorn
GVL Staff Writer

GVL I Carol Dalrymple

Live laugh: A giant table and chair are part of the ArtPrize exhibit

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com for a web
GVL / Carol Dalrymple

Metal mutant: An ArtPrize submission

exclusive on ArtPrize artist Arthur Miller.

Operation Enduring Freedom veteran
Paul Kaiser has entered photographic
sh(x>tings of soldiers on the battlefront in
Iraq in the ArtPrize competition.
Kaiser served as an infantry soldier and
as a Navy Explosive Ordinance Disposal
diver in Iraq last year. Upon arriving
home, Kaiser said he was disappointed
to see how many military photographs
and art pieces of the war portrayed a
political agenda or made “robots" out of
the soldiers.
Taken aback by this realization, Kaiser
went back to Iraq as a civilian and later
embedded himself in a combat unit to
bring back photographs and art depicting
the battlefront as a soldier sees it.
Kaiser said he took photographs as
objectively as possible. He would snap
shots of soldiers as soon as they came back

from the front lines. Through this
process, he was able to capture
the way the soldiers look on the
waffront without form or pose.
Much of his artwork is
immersed in a particular shade of
green. Kaiser mixed the Islamic
green with the military green to
create a shade that would give his
pictures more context.
“I want people to get past
the wall factor and see (the
soldiers) as individuals,” Kaiser
explained.
He added he wants people to
realize what is in front of them is
real, not just another propaganda
or posed shot.
Sarah Joseph, director of
exhibitions at Kendall College
of Art and Design, headed
the selection committee of
artists presenting their artwork
at Kendall for the ArtPrize
competition.
Kaiser’s work immediately
captured her attention because of
his message.
“He’s not coming at these
pieces with a political agenda,”
Joseph said, “but rather to humanize these
soldiers who are serving in a very difficult
situation.”
If Kaiser wins, he is going to give
a percentage of the winning money
to a Michigan charity called “Living
[.aura's Hope,” to which he is personally
connected.
He asks anyone who sells his artwork
to do the same by giving at least 10 percent
back to a charity that really helps people.
Kaiser said he hopes to create a chain of
givers to different charities through the
distribution of his artwork.
Kaiser will give a speech on Tuesday
for the ArtPrize launch Box talk series. To
see examples of his art and contact him,
visit his “Paul Kaiser Artist” Facebook
profile.

(hlahht'k/Htrn @ lanthorn rom
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2 Issues Min.
3-4 Issues
5+Issues
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50C/word
45C/word

0051 KIRKHOF

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Allendale Campus

331-2460

$5.00 per issue up to 20 words
Each additional word 25C.

Cals taken Monday-Friday, 9-5
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Announcements

Housing

Amnesty International GVSU
presents The America We Beieve in Does Not Torture. A dis
cussion with a lawyer repre
senting Guantanamo Bay de
tainees. September 25. Cook
Dewitt. 2pm

College student? Recent grad?
We have the perfect apartment
for you! Check us out at
www.americanseating.com or
call out leasing office to set up
an appointment 616-776-2678

Check out the $4.99 lunch spe
bials at Mr. Gyros in Standak
between Wendy's and Block
buster. $0.99 hot dogs anc
£4.99 subs all day everyday.

Hungry Howie’s in Allendale has
AMAZING specials just for
GVSU! Look inside the paper to
find them! WE DELIVER! Call
616-895-6777 or order online @
hunqryhowies.com

Amnesty International GVSU
presents The America We Be
lieve in Does Not Torture. A dis
cussion with a lawyer repre
senting Guantanamo Bay de
tainees. September 25. Cook
Dewitt. 2pm

_______Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
S250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

For Sale
Are you moving and finding
you have way more stuff than
you know what to do with? Sell
it! Call the Lanthorn to place a
classified ad and make some
money! 616.331.2460

Wanted
Babysitter Wanted. Looking
someone to watch 4 kids
Wyoming area. Please send r
erences to danielletuttle@cc
cast.net

It’s all about the location.
Lake Michigan Credit Union
has 5 ATMs on campus to
make your life easier. Go
to www.LMCU.org or call
(616 or 800) 242.9790 for
more details.

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com
to submit
classifieds online.

•♦

I

Escape to Brookmeadow Apart
ments today! Experience an exbiting yet tranquil place to live.
Just 15 minutes away from both
bampuses. Call for details (616)
457-8988

Royal Vista apartments and
townhomes offer a quiet with
quality living style. 1 and 2 bedmom apartments as well as 3
bedroom condos available. Visit
www.koetjebuilders.com for
more information.

Grand Valley’s best kept secre
is University Townhouses. ^
bedroom townhouses startinc
at only $250 per person anc
only 2 miles from campus. Look
for our new apartments cominc
n 2010!

Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the most space
for the best price! 1, 2, 3, or 4
bedroom units! Located in Alendale on 48th Street. Call
B16-895-2900
or
visit
bopprbeechtownhomes.com for
more information.
146 Gold NW totally remodeled
louse. 3 bedrooms, dish
washer, microwave, pantry, off
street parking. $900 plus utili
ties. 719-6505

One bedroom apartments in t
heart of downtown. Check
aut at www.highlandplaceapa
ments.com
or
Cc
516-234-0100

Off campus student housing
available! Quiet and country at
mosphere and includes free
wireless
internet.
Call
516-837-8277 for details.

New leases available yea
round. Homes starting a
£699/mo. Ready for you tc
move in. 9 & 12 month lease;
available. 888-221-8403

Luxury skyline living in the heart
of downtown Grand Rapids lobated across the river from
GVSU Downtown Campus.
Contact 616-776-3300

MathSuey
Add, subtract, multiply or divide the
8 numbers- in any order- to equal
the numberinthe diamond below.

Townhomes starting from $320
oer month! Washer and dryer
ncluded. Free shuttle to Kirkhof
every 10 minutes. For more info:
516-895-6678
or
visit
www.campusviewhousinq.com

Use each of the 8 numbers, only
once! (You may use parentheses
and/or brackets to solve the
equation, if necessary.)

Go west! Check out Campus
West to see what is going on
with all the construction. Check
us out at www.campuswest.net
ar call 616-895-5904
©2009 Dan Yovich & Laura Bergells. All rights reserved.
For more, visit MathSuey.com

Services
Come experience the comfort
able and affordable side of livng.
Check
us
out
at
www.loftsapartments.com or
ball 616-234-0100.

See Answers on A10
Puzzle 1 I Hard, difficult v rating 0.69)

Looking for health coverage?
We have options for you! Call
Statewide Insurance Advisors at
5161-891-1563
or
visit
www.statewidemedical.com
Blue Cross Blue Shield Blue
Care Network of Michigan.

3% discount for students and
employees of GVSU. Check us
Dut at www.pineridgeapartments.com
or
call
516-453-7999
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Looking for health coverage?
We have options for you! Call
Statewide Insurance Advisors at
6161-891-1563
or
visit
www.statewidemedical.com
Blue Cross Blue Shield Blue
Care Network of Michigan.
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Birthdays
Happy 21st Birthday to my best
friend Jess!!! Just keep on livin’
the dream!

What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one they won’t forget.
331-2460.
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'A Team of Our Own' swings focus to women in baseball
play.”
The AAGPBL, which was formed in
1943 by chewing-gum magnate Philip
Frank Boring is all about the chicks.
K. Wrigley, grew to 15 teams before it
A Grand Valley State University
was disbanded in 1954. More than 6(X)
professor. Boring has produced two women athletes played professionally in
PBS documentaries and is working on
the league during its 11-year existence,
a third.
according to the AAGPBL Web site at
Though his earlier work focused on
http://www.aagpbl .org/.
what he calls the “white guys with guns”
“A Team of Our Own,” produced in
of World War II, his current project, conjunction with the GVSU Veterans
“A Team of Our Own,” centers on the
History Project, will function as both
women at home, namely the Grand
a documentary for the public and an
Rapids Chicks and the All-American
archive for the league and its players.
Girls Professional Baseball League.
James Smither, director of the
“Up until this time,
Veterans
History
nobody has really given
Project, first worked
“They
did
not
(these
women)
the
with Boringonthe World
opportunity to tell their
see themselves
War 11 documentary
story,” Boring said. “For
as pioneering
“Nightmare in New
me, the real appeal is ...
Guinea.”
He
was
feminists. They
at the end of the day, I
instrumental in bringing
will be responsible,
saw themselves as
Boring to GVSU as an
along with a lot of other
adjunct faculty member
athletes.”
people, of ensuring
in
the School of
their stories are told
Communications at the
GORDON OLSON
from their perspective
project’s completion in
RETIRED GRAND RAPIDS
for all time.”
2005.
HISTORIAN
Immortalized to the
“The
Veterans
movie-going public by
History
Project
is
Penny Marshall’s “A League of Their really about the American experience
Own,” Boring said the real women
during wartime, and the women’s
athletes of the AAGPBL have received
baseball league was really a product
little recognition for the major impact of that,” Smither, a professor of history
they had on the communities in which
at GVSU, said. “The men were all off
they played and the way women are
in the Army, so the quality of major
perceived in sports today.
league baseball wasn’t that good. The
“They did not see themselves as
league not only grew out of the war, it
pioneering feminists,” said Gordon
survived. It was a remarkable story but
Olson, retired Grand Rapids historian
also one not likely to repeat itself.”
and assistant on the project. “They saw
Like "Nightmare in New Guinea,”
themselves as athletes. For them it was “A Team of Our Own” has also been
about the opportunity to do what they
a student and professional effort, with
loved. They felt a genuine sense of students in the GVSU history and
loss when they were no longer able to
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief

The death
of a rebel

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Historical bases: The Grand Rapids Chicks baseball team played in the All-American Girls
Professional Baseball league during World War II. "A Team of Our Own" will tell their story.

communications departments having
the opportunity to be involved in almost
every aspect of the project.
“Students of history do research
and then I help them to conduct
interviews,” Boring said. "The raw
materials are then given to the School
of Communications where they are
edited and we put together a rough cut.
The rough cut is then taken by me, and I
work with professionals to make it into
a PBS-quality documentary.”
Students involved with the project
will also receive PBS credits for their
work, which Boring said will allow
them to circumvent the PBS catch-22,
“you can’t produce something on PBS
until you’ve produced something on
PBS.” in their future work.
Olson added another critical element
of the project for GVSU students is the
development of the skills necessary to

continue what he considers "the history
process.”
“We get our history in a lot of
ways, but oral history is a very special
way of transmitting history from one
generation to another,” Olson said.
“It’s the words, stories, experiences and
very special things (a generation) did
and they’re passing it along directly by
doing the interviews and creating the
documentary.”
“A Team of Our Own” is scheduled
for completion by the end of the year.
Excerpts of the documentary, will
be shown during a presentation of "A
League of Their Own” this summer
at the West Michigan Whitecaps Fifth
Third Stadium in Comstock Park,
Mich.
editorial @ lan thorn £om

This weekend's diversions
Friday

~ Latin American
Studies Open Night with
refreshments at 6 p.m. in
room 2263 of the Kirkhof
Center
~ "Going, Going, Gone:
A Priceless, One-Of-AKind Murder!" dinner
theater at 6:30 p.m.
at Bar Divani in Grand
Rapids
Free fashion show at The
B.O.B. in Grand Rapids
at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday

-Alpha Omicron Pi's
Strike Out Arthritis at
noon in the East Sand
Volleyball Court

- Ballroom dancing
lesson and bonfire at 6
p.m. in the Dance Studio
in the Fieldhouse Arena,
then Robinson Field
- Hip Pocket plays at 7
p.m. at Billy's Lounge in
Grand Rapids
Sunday

- ArtPrize Discussion and
Reception with the artists
at GVSU at 1 p.m. in the
Loosemore Auditorium
on the Pew Campus
-William Baum Lecture
Series: Deborah Moriarty,
pianist, at 3 p.m. in the
Sherman Van Solkema
Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center

Courtesy Photo / Ideal Collective

Interactive art: Ideal Collective created one large canvas then broke it up to create 288 bracelets. The bracelets
were individually sold aroud the world and will now be reassembled in Grand Rapids on Friday.

GR artists reassemble bracelet
from pieces around world
By Elijah Brumback

Freshman?

GVl. Staff Writer

Art is said to bring people
together. Two people from
different walks of life, who
may have never met before,
can come together to share
thoughts, ideas and opinions.
This is exactly what Ideal
Collective’s
collaborative
bracelet project, or CBP 3.0,
is doing.
In their third initiative, the
CBP is bringing artists and
people together for an exhibit
of what has been called “the
largest walking canvas.”
On Friday, 288 bracelets
made and sold by a group
of more than 10 artists and
designers from one large
canvas are being reassembled
in an effort to promote the
Grand Rapids art community.
“It’s as much a societal or
collective community project
as much as it is artwork,” said
artist and project spearhead
Erwin Erkfitzs. “It’s a social
experiment as far as the
reassembling is concerned;
we’re assembling around 300
people that may not know
each other, but they have at
least one thing in common
and that’s the bracelet.’’
Several hundred hours were

Sophomore?
Get on the MAP by September 28l

MAP Works provides a PERSONALIZED REPORT showing
you how you compare to other GVSU students.
More questions? Visit www.gvsu.edu/mapworks

@

(SjA
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\ttpT Moking Achievement Possible

NOW OPEN
in Yunr Neighborhood!
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involved in its recreation.
l#it into creating the work on
“It makes (art) accessible
the immense canvas, which is
in a lot of ways,” Erkfitzs said.
made from recycled billboard
vinyl. The canvas was cut into “There are a lot of people who
want to buy contemporary art
2-inch and I I/2-inch strips
but can’t handle the prices.”
and then sewn together with
“I don’t really pay that
vintage remnant fabrics to
much attention to art. but
create the 288 bracelets.
this idea was really cool to
The bracelets were then
see and the fact that you get
sold for $12 each during the
course of several exhibitions to take part in it is a lot more
fun then going to the museum
and sold online by Ideal
Collaborative. Since then, the and staring at the wall,” said
bracelets have moved across GVSU student Jay Therratt.
Ideal
Collective
is
the globe.
“I
know
bringing
art,
experience and
that
there
“It's as much
appreciation
are some in
a societal
Mexico, Spain
together
and
steadily
and England,”
or collective
appropriating
Erkfitzs said.
community project creative ideas
Recently the
as much as it is
into
Grand
collaborative
Rapids culture.
has
started
artwork.”
“Myself and
to send . out
ERWIN ERKFITZS
e-mails
others have
PROJECT SPEARHEAD
been pushing
req uesting
for the arts and
patrons
creative culture
who
bought
bracelets send them in, or for the last 10 years, and it’s
better, bring them to the show
fun to see other events such
as ArtPrize that are getting
for another reassembling and
the rest of the public on board
exhibition.
“The bracelet that my friend
with what we have been doing
for years,” Erkfitzs said.
owns is really amazing,” said
Destination 1111 .located in
Grand Valley State University
student Maclaine Parker. “You downtown Grand Rapids, will
can hardly tell that it’s part of host the show. To purchase or
see a bracelet visit to http://
a huge picture.”
www.idealcollective.com
This project is innovative
The show will run Friday
because it allows people to not
only view the art but to also through Sunday. The opening
wear a portion of the entire show will be held from 6 p.m.
to 11 p.m. Friday.
piece. Months later they can
ehrumhai k @ lan thorn .com
return their bracelet and be
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“That guy’s gotta stop...
He’ll see us.”
But Donald Tumupseed
didn’t see the 24-year-old
James Dean driving his
Porsche 550 Spyder, and
they collided, resulting in
fatal injuries. It was Sept.
30, 1955, more than half a
century ago.
Yet, the portrait of
teen angst is still coating
college girls’ walls across
campuses worldwide. His
quotes litter Facebook
pages (I’ll admit I posted
one while reading up on
him), and he’s second only
to religious figures in the
amount of pop culture
references that have been
thrown his way. Even Elvis
Presley is said to have
looked up to him.
James Byron Dean was
a Midwestern boy born in a
small apartment in Marion,
Ind.
When he was only
6 years old, his father’s
job moved the family
out to California where
his mother succumbed to
cancer three years later.
Dean returned to
Indiana to live with
relatives, graduating high
school as a standout athlete
and accomplished theater
actor. He then moved back
to California to study pre
law, but felt the beginnings
of a life that would never
satisfy his soul.
He transferred to UCLA
and changed his major to
theater, soon thereafter
beating out more than 350
men for the lead role in
“Macbeth.”
In the winter of 1951,
Dean moved to New York
at the advice of his acting
coach. He would star 7 *
in numerous Broadway
and TV productions until
1954, when he was given .*
the lead role in his first
1
major motion picture,
“East of Eden.” His career
flourished from there, and
he never looked back.
According to his close
friend Dennis Hopper,
the young actor had every
intention of giving up
acting and stepping behind
the camera as soon as his
last film, “Giant,” had
wrapped up.
Only his love of racing
or his incessant smoking
could have doused these
hopes, and the former did.
Dean wasn't
romantically involved
with anyone at the time
of his death, although his
nightlife was such that
producers often required
he take up residence near
them during production
so they could keep a
closer eye on him. He
was connected to many
of the era’s most popular
starlets, and many close to
him claim he had romantic
trysts with male co-stars
as well.
It takes Nirvana’s entire
discography to match just
one angst-ridden stare
from James Dean. The
impact he’s left on pop
culture is unmatched to
this very day.
Actors with cult
status similar to Dean
typically don’t earn many
accolades, if any at all.
“America’s Rebel,” as
Ronald Reagan once
referred to him, was
nominated twice for Best
Actor by the Academy.
The kicker? He only
appeared in three films.
Critics prefer him in
“East of Eden,” the role
he’beat out Paul Newman
for, but “Rebel Without
a Cause” solidified
his place in American
fascination and lore.
In if, he epitomizes the
struggles of our teenage
years; providing a voice to
millions who thought no
one was listening.
His purported motto?
“Live fast, die young,
leave a pretty corpse.”
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Let the Lanthorn help you find a place to
live with this comprehensive guide geared
specifically toward the Grand Valley State
University community.

Spa

Where’5 the best bang for the buck?

Where does the bus stop?

Where are pets allowed?

All that and more answered inside!
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48 West offers Village
Center,..................leases
C9-D
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48 West boasts theater, coffee shop, convenience store, more
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor

For those who want a serene
place with good soundproofing,
a public study area with a
fireplace and a coffee shop to
grab some java before hitting
the books, 48 West offers just
that.
For those who want to live
with their best friends in a fun
complex offering a theater,
game room and convenience
store to grab some snacks
before hanging out with friends,
48 West also offers that.
“The best thing about 48
West is that we offer more
than just an apartment here,”
said Jessica Kennedy, property
manager. “It is a community.”
The
apartment
and
townhome complex, located at
10897 48th Ave., has only been
open for one year.
“I like that everything is
basically brand new,” said
Grand Valley State University
student Kristin Burczyk.
Residents get their own
privately keyed bedroom and
full bathroom, in addition to their
own individual lease. Rent, for a

12-month lease in a furnished
unit, begins at $420 per person
per month for a four-bedroom
unit and goes up to $700 per
person per month for a onebedroom unit. They all include
“stepped-up soundproofing” for
increased privacy, according to
the 48 West Web site.
“The best part is that the
townhouse rooms come with
two big organizers on the wall,
so you have many drawers and
shelves to store and display
whatever you want,” Burczyk
said.
Rent
includes
wireless
and hard-line Internet, basic
cable, trash removal and snow
removal. Pets are allowed in
some buildings for an additional
cost.
One parking t spot per
bedroom is also available for
a price of $100 a year or $150
for a spot under a carport. For
those who would rather ride
the Rapid, 48 West is a stop on
Route 37.
In addition to the new
apartments and townhomes, 48
West offers The Commons and
the Village Center.
The Commons is a study

lounge with a computer room
for printing and copying, a
fireplace, cozy chairs and one
leasing and management office
for resident questions and
concerns.
The Village Center includes
Theater 48, a multi-purpose
room with a projection screen
and surround sound; The Zone,
a game room with pool tables,
foosball, Nintendo Wii and
more; the Fitness Club, which
is free to all residents and open
24 hours a day; Goods to Go, a
convenience store; the new Ugro
coffee shop and the main 48
West leasing and management
office.
For those interested in
leasing at 48 West but not sure
who to live with, or those who
decide they want to move in at
the last minute, the complex’s
Web site has online classifieds
to help out.
48
West
also
boasts
maintenance response teams on
duty 24 hours a day.
For more information, visit
http://www.48west.info or call
the leasing office at (616) 8952400.

arts @ lanthorn .com

2-48 West
3 - Allendale meadows
3 - Campus West
5 - Copper Beech
5 - Highland Place/Pineridge
6 - meadows Crossing
6 - Uniuersity Townhouses
and Apartments
7 - Royal Uista
7 - Uniuersity Apartments
8 - The Lofts/Plaza Towers
9 - Campus Uiew
10-American Seating
10 - Brookmeadow

GVL Archive

The village: 48 West, open since 2008, provides a community atmosphere for its residents, and is close to GVSU.

Open Monday - Friday 10am - 7pm and Saturday 12pm - 4pm

&t Privately locking bedrooms

with your own bathroom
^ rimy eflurocMme room
Full size washer and dryer
# W^pifplace to study
Fpr4? expanded cable
# Individual leases
X,
# Free i?l|lFil throughout the community TRates starting as low as

*'•'* ,4‘;

616-895-2400
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Campus West to add new
state-of-the-art clubhouse
Clubhouse to offer fitness facilities, tanning, big screen IVs
By Jenny Whalen
CM. Editor in Chief

GVL Archive

Precious privacy: Allendale Meadows is a community of individual manufactured homes at 11400 Boyne Blvd.

Students can have home of
own at Allendale Meadows
By Jenny Whalen
C7V7. Editor in Chief

At Allendale Meadows,
students can keep their
community
connections
and have an independent
space to call their own.
“At Allendale Meadows
(students)
have
more
freedom because they have
their own driveway and
own yard since these are
free-standing homes,” said
Susan Bartoletti, Allendale
Meadows
community
manager. “Students have
more privacy and there are
no shared walls.”
Allendale
Meadows
is
a
community
of
manufactured
homes
located at I 1400 Boyne
Blvd. in Allendale.
• The community offers
homes with two to four
bedrooms, with a minimum
of two full bathrooms.
Various floor plans are
offered and home sizes
range from 900 square feet
to 2,400 square feet.
Each home offers a
full appliance package,
including air conditioning,
washer and dryer and a
microwave oven.

Homes start at $699 per personal space.”
Each home is allowed to
month for a two-bedroom
have one dog or cat at an
and rent is based on a
per home price, not a per additional $25 per month.
Residents are permitted
student price.
to use the community’s
Bartoletti
said
for
private
approximately 100 homes clubhouse
parties,
but
a
small
are on the lease program
and students can sign a deposit is required prior
to use. The deposit will be
nine- or 12-month lease.
returned once
If a lease is
“They can go out
community
completed
management
prior
to
and rollerblade or
has
graduation,
run, have friends
determ i ned
students
theclubhouse
can apply
over and generally
was left clean
for
an
have more freedom
and free of
extension.
damages.
A
co and personal space.”
signer
is
For more
SUSAN BARTOLETTI
information
required for
ALLENDALE MEADOWS
on Allendale
students,
COMMUNITY MANAGER
Meadows
but
the
application
call
(888)
fee and closing costs are 266-4114 or visit http://
www. suncomm unities.
waived.
The
security
deposit is equal to one com/mobile_home_parks/
allendale_meadows/info_
month’s rent.
“I think there are many overview.
Allendale
Meadows
students that would enjoy
it here because it is like a offers a community center,
swimming
pool,
two
neighborhood,” Bartoletti
playgrounds, a basketball
said. “They can go out and
rollerblade or run, have court and storage available
to all residents.
friends over and generally
editorial@ lanthorn .coni
have more freedom and

Starting
next * semester,
Campus West residents will be
able to enjoy all the amenities
of an all-inclusive clubhouse
without any additional fees.
Several
months
ago
construction began on a new
Campus West facility. Scheduled
for completion next semester,
the new clubhouse will offer a
variety of fitness options, study
areas complete with fireplaces,
big screen T Vs, and as always,
free tanning.
Located at 4832 W. Campus
Drive in Allendale, Campus
West is within walking distance

of the Grand Valley State
University Allendale Campus.
“We encourage everyone to
go west,” said Peter Sheldon,
Campus West office manager.
A mixture of 1 ,(XX)-squarefoot two-bedroom apartmenLs
and 1,300-square-foot fourbednx>m
townhouses,
the
complex offers nine- and
12-month leases.
Nine-month leases are $445
per person for the apartments
and $385 per person for the
townhomes, and
12-month
leases are $380 per person for
the apartmenLs and $310 per
person for the townhomes.
Townhouses come furnished

with all appliances including
full-size washer and dryer.
ITiough rent includes high
speed Internet and cable,
residents are required to pay for
gas, electric and water.
Twenty-four hour security
and maintenance are available
to residents, and tenants can
submit maintenance requests
online.
Also available on the
Campus West Web site is a
“Roommates Wanted” forum
where residents can post ads
for additional roommates or for
someone to take over a lease.
A $435 deposit is required
up front and includes the $50
application fee, $35 cleaning fee
and refundable $350 security
deposit.
Campus West does offer one
pet-friendly unit for small dogs,
but an additional $100 security
deposit and $50 per month
charge does apply.
All pets must be pre
approved by Campus West
management.
Sheldon said Campus West is
still in the process of establishing
rates and promotions for next
year, but expects residents will
see little if any increase in rent.
“We know students are on
tight budgets, and we take that
into consideration,” Sheldon
said. “You can plan on (rent)
being extremely reasonable for
students.”
He added all fees would
include entrance and use of all
amenities in the soon-to-beopened clubhouse.
While Campus West does
require a one-time, $25 fee for
an annual parking pass, the
Rapid routes 37 and 48 stop at
the complex.
For more information, call
the Campus West office at (616)
895-5904 or visit the Web site at
http://www.campusewest.net.

GVL Archive

Real reasonable: Campus West will soon open a state-of-the-art clubhouse
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CAMPUS

New Leases available year round

Homes
Starting at $699/mo.
•Close to Campus
• 2 & 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
• Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly
• Clubhouse & Pool

Ready For You to Move-in
9 & 12 Month Leases Available

FOOTBALL-GAMES!

Note: All applicants must complete a rental application and be approved for community residency.
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Copper Beech boasts
more space, lower rent
; Tenants have option offurnished,

unfurnished one- to
four-bedroom apartments located minutes from campus
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor

$395 per person each month
depending on the number
of bedrooms. Rent includes
high-speed Internet and
expanded cable.
The apartments can be
furnished for an additional
$5 to $10 per person
each month. Appliances

l Students looking for a
spacious apartment with
plenty of privacy need look
no farther than Copper
Beech.
* Offering
one-, two-,
threeand
fpur-bedroom
You get more
apartments,
square footage
erach
with
a
private
for your money.’
bathroom, the
units’ square
footage

CORY CORBAN

ranges from
COPPER
650 to 2,000,
LEASING
respectively.
“You
get
more square footage for
your money," said leasing
agent Cory Corban.
* Copper
Beech
apartments are leased on a
r2-month basis for $640 to

including
washer

and
dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage
disposal,
built-in

microwave,

BEECH

electric

AGENT

range
and
refrigerator
come in each

apartment.
The
Copper
Beech
clubhouse, available 24
hours a day to all residents,
features a fitness center,
lounge with fireplace, game

room and kitchenette.
Sarah Gryniewicz, a
junior, has lived in Copper
Beech for two years and said
she was originally drawn to
the apartments because of
how big the rooms were
and how the space was laid
out.
“We had a couple of
maintenance problems, but
they were quick to come
and fix them,” she added.
Gryniewicz said one of
her favorite features of the
apartment is the big deck.
Copper
Beech
Townhomes are located
at 10295 48th Ave. in
Allendale.
For more information
on available floor plans
and pricing, visit Copper
Beech’s Web site at http://
www.cbeech.com or call
(616)895-2900

managingeditor@ lanthorn i om
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Country appeal: Pineridge Apartments, located at Wilson Avenue and 3 Mile Road, are only minutes from local
shopping centers, GVSU's Allendale and Pew campuses and various restaurants and professional services.

Residents seek best of both
worlds at Pineridge,
Highland Place apartments
Pineridge Apartments offer residents countryside appeal;
Highland Place places tenants in heart of historical GR
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Assistant News Editor

GVL Archive

High standards: Copper Beech is located at 10295 48th Ave., just minutes from GVSU's Allendale Campus.

APATJT.Mf

Single story
Attic storage
Approved pets ok
Close to GVSU
Utility room
\
Washer/dryer hoo
Studio, 1 and 2 be

Rent
includes
water,
sewer, trash removal, snow
removal
and
complete
maintenance services.
Highland
Place
Apartments is located in
the
historical
Heritage
Hills district, the first
“neighborhood” of Grand
Rapids. Nearby homes date
back as early as 1848. In
addition to historic sites,
Highland Place is also
within walking distance of
many popular

Located
in
Walker,
Mich., at Wilson Avenue
and 3 Mile Road, Pineridge
Apartments
offers
a
peaceful countryside appeal
for residents, while still
being only minutes away
from local shopping centers
and professional services.
The complex features
ranch-style units to help
create
a
quieter living
Pineridge
environment.
Apartments
“We
are
all one level
features ranch-style
here, so you
units in a country
don’t
have
people living
atmosphere.
above you or
Highland Place
below you,"
is located in the
said property

limitations.
For
additional
information or to schedule
a
tour
of
Pineridge
Apartments, please contact
Heynen at (616) 453-7999
or visit http://pineridgeapartments.com. To learn
more about Highland Place
Apartments, call (616) 2340100 or visit http://www.
highlandplaceapartments.
com.
assistantnews@lanthorn.com

downtown

destinations
such
as
restaurants,
shops
and
clubs.
v,
A
I
apartments
at Highland
Place
are
manager
historical Heritage
one-bedroom
Danielle
and
oneHills district.
H e y n e n .
bath. Rental
“You also get
rates
start
a private walk-up entrance
around $500. Amenities
straight to your apartment.”
include laundry facilities,
Other Pineridge amenities appliances,
off-street
include
dishwashers, parking, air conditioning,
various newer appliances, an intercom system and
Courtesy Photo / highlandpiaceapartments.com
attic storage, washer/dryer 24-hour
Historic housing: Highland Place
maintenance.
hookups, a utility room, Small pets are welcome at
apartments are located downtown.
coin-operated laundry and
Highland Place, with some
central air. The apartment
complex also offers 24-hour
maintenance.
In addition, Pineridge is
pet-friendly. Pet owners pay
a one-time $150 fee and an
additional $15 each month.
Monthly rates are $415
for a furnished studio
apartment, $499 for a onebedroom apartment, $675
for a two-bedroom and onebath apartment and $685
for a two-bedroom and twobath apartment. Up to two
people are allowed live in
each bedroom and leases
are available for three, six,
Courtesy Photo / highlandplaceapartments com
nine or 12 months.
Pet friendly: Small pets are welcome at Highland Place in Grand Rapids

IliBIII am PI HIM

■■■■■■■■■■apartments
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3% discount for students and employees of GVSU
2790 Pineridge Dr. NW. Walker, Ml 49534 (616) 453-7999
www.pineridge-apartments.com
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Meadows Crossing offers
condo living off campus
Apartments, townhomes balance privacy of own bedroom,
bathroom with community atmosphere of larger complex
Kitchens come fully furnished with not
only the essential refrigerator and stove,
but also a dishwasher, microwave and
For the feel of condo-living near the
garbage disposal.
Grand Valley State University campus
Meadows Crossing does not allow
in Allendale, students can sign a lease at
pets.
Meadows Crossing.
The GVSU shuttle bus has two stops
On 48th Avenue across from the
next to the Meadows on West Campus
entrance to GVSU, Meadows Crossing
Drive.
offers eight floor plans in 179 townhomes
Students can disembark to visit any of
and 10 apartments. The community
the businesses located at the Meadows:
provides on-site parking with more than
the Grand Valley Hookah Lounge, Taco
800 covered and open spaces. A parking
Bob’s, ELS Language Centers, the Hip
permit is required.
Party Store and the newly
Prices for these units
installed Cafe Lulu.
“You get to enjoy
range from $419 per month
The Meadows Crossings
to $489 per month, utilities
all the college
clubhouse offers a fitness
- electric, gas, water
center for students in
memories and social
and
sewer,
telephone,
residence and a community
atmosphere of
and Internet and cable
room complete with flat
television - not included.
college living ... ”
screen televisions, a pool
New residents must pay a
table, a pingpong table, a
$350 security deposit and
KAREN BIER-HOBBS
foosball table and a lounge
a $180 community fee.
MEADOWS CROSSING
area.
PROPERTY MANAGER
Meadows
Crossing
Outdoor
recreation
accepts
financial
aid
opportunities
include
basketball,
and will take up to six months of rent in
volleyball and gazebos.
advance.
Meadows
Crossings
provides
a
“You get to enjoy all the college
roommate finder forum on their Web
memories and social atmosphere of
site. Applicants, prospective residents
college living, yet still retain your and current residents can use this tool
own privacy with your own bedroom
to search for potential students to share
and private bathroom, while living at
living space.
Meadows Crossing, your premier student
In case a student cannot find suitemates,
townhome community!” said property
Meadows Crossing will help find other
manager Karen Bier-Hobbs.
students to share the living center.
Meadows Crossings offers two- and
Meadows
Crossing
is
currently
four-bedroom living centers. With a
accepting 12-month leases and assigning
bedroom and bathroom per person and townhomes on a first-come, first-serve
locks on bedroom doors, students have
basis. The application fee is $60.
maximum privacy.
Visit the Meadows Crossing at 10745
Living units offer laundry rooms with
48th Avenue. Contact them at (616) 892full-size washer and dryer. Each bedroom
2700 or at http://www.meadowscrossing.
and common area has high-speed Internet
net/.
and cable television connections.
lakerlife@ lanthorn .com
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

GVL Archive

Personal touch: The solitude and residential setting of University Townhouses allows for a more personal feel

University Townhouses
and Apartments grant
off-campus solitude
Small community allows students personal contact
with owner of off-campus townhouses, apartments
can hold four to six people, are 1,400 square
feet. If four people occupy the townhouse,
GVL Copy Editor
rent is $320 per person each month for a
For those looking for an escape from
10-month lease and $290 per person each
the daily bustle of student life. University
month for a 12-month lease.
Townhouses and Apartments may be the
Apartments are also available.
perfect living arrangement.
For a 10-month lease on a 900-squareThe townhouses, located at 5444 Fillmore
foot two-bedroom apartment, it is $370
Ave., are in a quiet, secluded wooded area
per person each month and for a 12-month
just one mile west of Grand Valley State
lease it is $350 per person each month.
University’s Allendale Campus.
Utilities included in the apartments’
Allendale’s
small
community
of rent are water, sewer, trash removal, gas,
townhouses allows tenants to deal directly electric and heat. Although washers and
with the owner and not an on-site manager. dryers are not within the apartments, an
According to University
on-site laundry facility is
The townhouses are
Townhouses’ Web site, “it is
available. The apartments
the owner’s desire to make
in a quiet, secluded
are located at 6425 Lake
University Townhouses a
Michigan Drive.
wooded area just one
fun and secure home.”
University Townhouses
Two-bedroom and fourmile west of GVSU's
are not located on a bus
bedroom townhouses are
route, but parking is free
Allendale Campus.
available to lease, with
for all tenants. An on-site
Utilities included in the
10-month
or
12-month
volleyball court also offers
leases available. Utilities
apartments' rent are
a fun activity for students.
included in the townhouses’
Pets are allowed in the
water, trash removal,
rent are water, sewer and
units with prior approval
gas, electric and heat.
trash removal, and a washer
from management.
and dryer are also available
There is a cleaning fee
in each unit.
and an application fee.
Two to four people are able to live in The cleaning fee varies depending on the
the two-bedroom townhouses, which are
number of tenants and the unit, and the
1,100 square feet and offer two bathrooms application fee is $ 10.
and large walk-in closets. With four people
For more information or to view floor
occupying a two-bedroom townhouse, the
plans, visit University Townhouses’ Web
cost for a 10-month lease is $245 per person
site at http://www.gvtownhouses.com or
each month and for a 12-month lease is call (616) 895-4001.
$235 per person each month.
jpawlowski@ lanthorn .corn
The four-bedroom townhouses, which
By Jessica Pawlowski

GVL Archive

Intersection: Located west of campus, Meadows Crossing is centrally located for students on the Allendale Campus.
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;'Roomy' apartments near downtown GR
Royal Vista Townhouses feature central air, cable, Internet, basic appliances
By Susie Skowronek

The one-bedroom, onebathroom option costs $655
to $675 and has 820 square
feet of space. Model comes
with microwave, dishwasher
and a $250 deposit.
At $720 to $740, the twobedroom,
one-bathroom
model includes 1,017 square
feet, while the two-bed, twobath has 1,054 square feet at
$750.
With 1,480 to 1,524
square feet of space, the
three-bedroom and two-andone-half bath model runs
$1,015 to $1,025.

GVl. Laker Life Editor

Minutes away from Grand
Rapids’ downtown scene,
Royal Vista Townhouses
provide a restful environment
withwell-designedandroomy
residences. A look outside
the apartment window will
reveal the gently rolling hills
and grassy wetlands kept
secret by the city.
Royal Vista, managed by
Koetje Properties, LLC, has
348 total living units in its
location at 2699 Royal Vista
Drive in Grand Rapids.

Most units feature central
air
conditioning,
cable,
high-speed Internet, walk-in
closets, washer and dryer,
dishwasher,garbage disposal,
refrigerator, balcony and
deck or patio. Townhomes
include a basement level.
The community offers
a clubhouse, playground,
extra storage units, yard,
garage with remote, on-site
maintenance,
conference
room, walking trails, handicap
access and furnished units.
The
Royal
Vista
community also provides

on-site laundry, a house
sitting service and package
receiving.
Royal
Vista
boasts
convenient freeway access,
less
than
five
minutes
from 1-96. The apartment
community is also only six
miles from Pew Campus and
12 miles from Allendale.
Residents can sign leases
for one, three, six, seven,
nine, 12 or 13 months.
For more information, call
the Royal Vista leasing office
at (616) 453-9999.

lakerlife @ lanthorn .com
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Country living: University Apartments offers six duplexes on Rich Street

University Apartments
features cozy country
atmosphere
Rich Street duplex offers free parking,
big backyard for GVSU residents
residents pay for gas and
electric.
GVL Managing Editor
Parking is free and pets are
Country living only a
allowed with approval and an
mile from Grand Valley
additional fee.
State University’s Allendale
Owner Hank Prins said one
Campus is now available at
feature that makes University
University Apartments on
Apartments
attractive
to
Rich Street.
students is the
University
big backyard
Apartments
University
and
country
consists
of
atmosphere.
Apartments,
six duplexes,
A
I
1
located on Rich
12 units total,
residents
available for
Street, include
are
GVSU
12
month
students.
water,
sewer,
lease.
For
more
garbage removal
Each side
information
of the duplex,
and Internet in the
about
about
1,800
University
price
of
rent.
square
feet,
Apartments,
has four or
call (616) 262five bedrooms
7784 or visit
and one bathroom with rent
their Web site at http://www.
starting at $240 per person
universityapartmentsallendale.
per month.
com to see photos of the
Water, sewer, garbage
apartments.
removal and Internet are all
included in the price while
managingeditor@ lanthorn x. om
By Lauren Fitch

GVL Archive

City secret: Royal Vista Townhomes are located at 2699 Royal Vista Drive in Grand Rapids Royal Vista is in close proximity to both GVSU campuses.
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Downtown living affords spectacular city views
The Lofts, Plaza Towers? offer faculty, students, staff luxury living
in close proximity to Pew Campus, Grand Rapids entertainments
By Jenny Whalen
GM Editor in Chief

Students and faculty looking to
live the city-life in luxury can do
so at The Lofts and Plaza Towers
apartments located in the heart of
downtown Grand Rapids.
The historic F.F. Wood Motor
Company building at 26 Sheldon
Blvd. SE houses 55 one- and twobedroom apartments.
“We have a trendy atmosphere
close to all the local hotspots and
stunning view s of downtow n Grand
Rapids,” said Aubrey Vane, The
Lofts leasing manager.
Twelve-month
independent
leases are offered year round with no
restrictions on move-in dates.
One-bedroom apartments start at
$535 and two-bedrooms at $641 per
person.
“We have more affordable rental
rates than other dow ntow n properties
because we are a tax-credit property.”
Vane said. “We provide better rental
rates for lower incomes.”
Though students are welcome
at The Lofts, at no time can all
the occupants of an apartment be
full-time (12+ credits) students.
Combinations of full-time and parttime students are acceptable but
additional restrictions may apply
and students should call for complete
eligibility information.
Unlimited steam heat, water and
waste removal are included in the
rent and all residents have access to a
fitness room, community room with

computers and high-speed Internet,
laundry room and wireless Internet
in various locations throughout the
building.
While The Lofts are within
walking distance of most downtown
locations, a bus stop for Rapid routes
3, 4, 14 and 15 is available outside
the building’s entrance.
Twenty-four hour monitored
cameras and limited access doors
provide security for residents.
Across the river from the Eberhard
Center on the Pew Campus, Plaza
Towers is located at 201 W. Fulton
St. in Grand Rapids.
“You can’t beat (the location),”
said Connie Vinger, Plaza Towers
property manager. “It’s one of the
most central locations for Grand
Valley people, and it’s a great
building that offers really spectacular
views of the city, too.”
Plaza Towers offers studio, oneand two-bedroom apartments, with
one-bedroom apartments at $950 per
month and two-bedroom at $1,200
per month.
While Vinger said most residents
sign a 12-month lease. Plaza Towers
will offer as low as a three-month
lease when necessary.
She added many of the apartments
were recently remodeled and now
feature wood floors and granite
countertops.
Cable, garbage disposal and
on-site fitness, which includes a
basketball court, tennis court, indoor
pool and whirlpool, are included in
the rent.

Plaza Towers also offers private
parking and entry and 24-hour
emergency maintenance.
The building is cat friendly.
For more information, call The
Lofts at (616) 234-0100, http://
www.loftsapartments.com/;
and
Plaza Towers at (616) 776-3300,
http://www.plazatowersapartments.
com/.
editorial@lanthorn.com

GVl Archive

Lofts: Located at 26 Sheldon Blvd

GVl Archive

High rise: Plaza Towers is located at 201 W. Fulton St. right across from the Pew Campus.
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Next door: Campus View Apartments and Townhomes are located at 10255 42nd Ave., less than a half mile from the center of GVSU's Allendale Campus Residents can enjoy all the amenities of the "Off-Kirk" clubhouse as well.

Campus View offers convenient location
Complex sits less than half mile from center of GVSUs Allendale Campus, offers free tanning, fitness center in ‘Off-Kirk’
By Jessica Pawlowski
G\l. Copy editor

For students living at
Campus View Apartments
and
Townhouses,
convenience is key.
Located just a half mile
from the center of Grand
Valley State University’s
Allendale Campus, students
are able to step onto campus
by crossing one street.
“The most convenient
thing about (Campus View)
is its location,” said junior

Rachel Russell. “I can walk
onto campus to any of my
classes without the need for
a bus.”
However, for those less
thrilled
about
walking,
a Rapid bus stop is on
location.
A free shuttle bus is
also available to students,
running from about 7:45
a.m. to noon on week days.
One-bedroom and twobedroom apartments are
available as well as studio
apartments.
Townhouses

are either three or four
bedrooms
with
varying
numbers of bathrooms.
Three-,
nineand
12-month
leases
are
available
with
prices
ranging from $280 to $580
per person each month.
“Universally cable and
Internet are included and a
few of our apartment units
include water (costs),” said
Geoff Cleveland, head of
maintenance at Campus
View.
Cleveland said the “Off-

Kirk” is a feature that makes
Campus View stand out
among other living places.
“Off-Kirk” is a community
center open 24 hours per
day.
The
center
offers
students a fitness room,
full-court indoor basketball
courts, free tanning, a game
room, an
aerobic/dance
studio, a movie theater and
a lounge area with vending
machines.
“Quite often 1 enjoy
utilizing
the
‘Off-Kirk’

facility for the basketball
court,
treadmills
or
ellipticals,” Russell said.
Animals are not allowed
at Campus View.
“It is relatively cheaper
than a lot of the other
apartments around campus
and is nice enough inside,”
she said. “It is quiet, homey
and is right next to campus
without being considered an
on-campus apartment.”
For residents planning to
live at Campus View again
for the next school year, the

unit’s garage can be used
for summer storage.
A parking pass is required
for residents of Campus
View, which costs $50 for
the school year.
Campus View is located
at 10255 42nd Ave.
For more informati'on
visit the Web site at http://
www.cam pus view housing,
com or call (616) 8956678.

jpawlowski @ lanthorn .com
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Urban-living in spacious apartments separates American Seating
One- to four-bedroom apartments offer luxurious GR living
$1,075, a three bedroom for $1,375, and a
four bedroom for $1,575.
The 22 luxury apartments of Clark Place
Refurbished from an old factory, American offer elegant living on the fourth floor;
providing panoramic cityscape views.
Seating Apartments is as urban as it gets.
Spacious
rooms boast soaring ceilings
With large, spacious bedrooms, and
accented
with
original beam work, and
oversized windows, the big city style
apartments are a change of pace from the oversized windows are framed by exposed
brick walls.
traditional apartment or dorm room.
Clark Place apartments include a one"A lot of people I talk to who are looking
bedroom apartment for $1,000 a month and
at our apartments versus other apartments
(notice) that we’re more spacious,” said a two bedroom for $1,500 a month.
The apartments contain oversized doors
leasing agent Sandy Morris. “We have more
and
quality cabinets that are made of cherry
closet space, we have larger bedrooms, we
wood, with solid surface countertops
have large living rooms - we just have a lot
throughout. Each offers a modern kitchen
of space.”
with all the conveniences
With
apartments
“A
lot
of
people
I
talk
to
of
stainless
steel
ranging from one to four
appliances,
a
self
who
are
looking
at
our
bedrooms,
American
cleaning oven and range,
Seating has something
apartments versus other
refrigerator/freezer with
for everyone.
icemaker, a dishwasher,
apartments
(notice)
that
“We’re
something
built in microwave oven
different,” Morris said.
we're more spacious.
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By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
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Urban appeal: Only a few short blocks from the downtown campus, American Seating Park's Off Broadway
Apartments feature spacious four-bedroom units with full kitchens, two bathrooms and a large living room.
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Brookmeadow Apartments ease residents' local commute
Brookmeadow Apartments offer 'quiet, country setting,'
convenient access to Holland, Grand Rapids, Allendale
laced with ponds, gardens and woods” on
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Web site, the Grandville
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Commuter friendly: Brookmeadow Apartments, by 1-96 in Grandville, offer access to Grand Rapids, Holland and Allendale
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Students and Cosigners are welcome!
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Each Home Includes

Directions

Garage
Heat
Water
Powerhouse Gym Membership

BrookmMdow Apartments provide an
ideal balance for the individual with a busy
lifestyle that finds the need to escape In their
home after a long day.
Located just 1S minutes from AlWrdMe, Downtown Grand Raptds or Holland (via E96)

Brookmeadow Apartments
Call for Details: (616)457-8988
www.theapartinent4u.com
Free lef»ng application with presentation of this ad
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:or an application please visit our office in Lower Kirkhof Room 0051
Office Number: (616) 331-2460
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College Student? Recent Grad?
We have the perfect apartment for you!
mm
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Spacious rooms with soaring ceilings
Oriqinal wood-beam ceilings and exposed brick walls
Two, three, and four-bedroom apartments, plus a loft
Two, three, and four-bedroom townhouse apartments
Walking distance to neighborhood restaurants, cafes, parks and pubs
Convenient access to public transit systems, shopping and major expressways
Close to GVSU Pew Campus and other downtown college campuses
On-Site Laundry Facilities
24-hour security
Free on site parking
* mmm
■ V.
Carports available for rent

Check us out at www.americanseatingpark.com or call our leasing office to set up
an appointment 616-776-2678.
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Downtown living affords spectacular city views
The Lofts, Plaza Towers? offer faculty, students, staff luxury living
in close proximity to Pew Campus, Grand Rapids entertainments
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief

Students and faculty looking to
live the city-life in luxury can do
so at The Lofts and Plaza Towers
apartments located in the heart of
downtown Grand Rapids.
The historic F.F. Wood Motor
Company building at 26 Sheldon
Blvd. SE houses 55 one- and twobedroom apartments.
“We have a trendy atmosphere
close to all the local hotspots and
stunning views of downtow n Grand
Rapids,” said Aubrey Vane, The
Lofts leasing manager.
Twelve-month
independent
leases are offered year round with no
restrictions on move-in dates.
One-bedroom apartments start at
$535 and two-bedrooms at $641 per
person.
“We have more affordable rental
rates than other downtown properties
because we are a tax-credit property,"
Vane said. “We provide better rental
rates for lower incomes.”
Though students are welcome
at The Lofts, at no time can all
the occupants of an apartment be
full-time (12+ credits) students.
Combinations of full-time and parttime students are acceptable but
additional restrictions may apply
and students should call for complete
eligibility information.
Unlimited steam heat, water and
waste removal are included in the
rent and all residents have access to a
fitness room, community room with

computers and high-speed Internet,
laundry room and wireless Internet
in various locations throughout the
building.
While The Lofts are within
walking distance of most downtown
locations, a bus stop for Rapid routes
3, 4, 14 and 15 is available outside
the building’s entrance.
Twenty-four hour monitored
cameras and limited access doors
provide security for residents.
Across the river from the Eberhard
Center on the Pew Campus, Plaza
Towers is located at 201 W. Fulton
St. in Grand Rapids.
“You can’t beat (the location),”
said Connie Vinger, Plaza Towers
property manager. “It’s one of the
most central locations for Grand
Valley people, and it’s a great
building that offers really spectacular
views of the city, too.”
Plaza Towers offers studio, oneand two-bedroom apartments, with
one-bedroom apartments at $950 per
month and two-bedroom at $ 1,200
per month.
While Vinger said most residents
sign a 12-month lease, Plaza Towers
will offer as low as a three-month
lease when necessary.
She added many of the apartments
were recently remodeled and now
feature wood floors and granite
countertops.
Cable, garbage disposal and
on-site fitness, which includes a
basketball court, tennis court, indoor
pool and whirlpool, are included in
the rent.

1

Plaza Towers also offers private
parking and entry and 24-hour
emergency maintenance.
The building is cat friendly.
For more information, call The
Lofts at (616) 234-0100, http://
www.loftsapartments.com/;
and
Plaza Towers at (616) 776-3300*
http://www.plazatowersapartments.
com/.

editorial@Uinthorn.com
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Lofts: Located at 26 Sheldon Blvd
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High rise: Plaza Towers is located at 201 W Fulton St. right across from the Pew Campus.
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Next door: Campus View Apartments and Townhomes are located at 10255 42nd Ave., less than a half mile from the center of GVSU’s Allendale Campus Residents can enjoy all the amenities of the "Off-Kirk" clubhouse as well.

k

Campus View offers convenient location
‘

Complex sits less than half mile from center of GVSU’s Allendale Campus, offers free tanning, fitness center in Off-Kirk ’
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Copy Hditor

For students living at
Campus View Apartments
and
Townhouses,
convenience is key.
Located just a half mile
from the center of Grand
Valley State University’s
Allendale Campus, students
are able to step onto campus
by crossing one street.
“The most convenient
thing about (Campus View)
is its location,” said junior

Rachel Russell. “I can walk
onto campus to any of my
classes without the need for
a bus.”
However, for those less
thrilled
about
walking,
a Rapid bus stop is on
location.
A free shuttle bus is
also available to students,
running from about 7:45
a.m. to noon on week days.
One-bedroom and twobedroom apartments are
available as well as studio
apartments.
Townhouses

are either three or four
bedrooms
with
varying
numbers of bathrooms.
Three-,
nineand
12-month
leases
are
available
with
prices
ranging from $280 to $580
per person each month.
“Universally cable and
Internet are included and a
few of our apartment units
include water (costs),” said
Geoff Cleveland, head of
maintenance at Campus
View.
Cleveland said the “Off-

Kirk” is a feature that makes
Campus View stand out
among other living places.
“Off-Kirk” is a community
center open 24 hours per
day.
The
center
offers
students a fitness room,
full-court indoor basketball
courts, free tanning, a game
room,
an
aerobic/dance
studio, a movie theater and
a lounge area with vending
machines.
“Quite often I enjoy
utilizing
the
‘Off-Kirk’

facility for the basketball
court,
treadmills
or
ellipticals,” Russell said.
Animals are not allowed
at Campus View.
“It is relatively cheaper
than a lot of the other
apartments around campus
and is nice enough inside,”
she said. “It is quiet, homey
and is right next to campus
without being considered an
on-campus apartment.”
For residents planning to
live at Campus View again
for the next school year, the

unit’s garage can be used
for summer storage.
A parking pass is required
for residents of Campus
View, which costs $50 for
the school year.
Campus View is located
at 10255 42nd Ave.
For more information
visit the Web site at http://
www.cam pus view housing,
com or call (616) 8956678.

jpawlowski@ lanthorn .com
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Urban-living in spacious apartments separates American Seating
One- to four-bedroom apartments offer luxurious GR living
$1,075, a three bedroom for $1,375, and a
four bedroom for $1,575.
The 22 luxury apartments of Clark Place
offer elegant living on the fourth floor;
Refurbished from an old factory, American
providing panoramic cityscape views.
Seating Apartments is as urban as it gets.
Spacious rooms boast soaring ceilings
With large, spacious bedrooms, and
accented with original beam work, and
oversized windows, the big city style
oversized windows are framed by exposed
apartments are a change of pace from the
brick walls.
traditional apartment or dorm room.
Clark Place apartments include a one“A lot of people I talk to who are looking
bedroom apartment for $ 1,000 a month and
at our apartments versus other apartments
(notice) that we’re more spacious,” said a two bedroom for $ 1,500 a month.
The apartments contain oversized doors
leasing agent Sandy Morris. “We have more
and
quality cabinets that are made of cherry
closet space, we have larger bedrooms, we
wood,
with solid surface countertops
have large living rooms - we just have a lot
throughout.
Each offers a modern kitchen
of space.”
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... we just have a lot of
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Located on Seventh
has two full bathrooms.
Avenue in downtown
With a laundry room on
SANDY MORRIS
Grand Rapids, it is
each
floor, run by a cardAMERICAN
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just a few blocks away
key system, tenants can
LEASING AGENT
from
Grand
Valley
enjoy the luxury of doing
State University’s Few
their laundry without
Campus.
finding a roll of quarters.
Comprised of three separate buildings Between the buildings lies a landscaped
Clark Place, Off-Broadway and the Level
courtyard. In addition, there is a common
Bar - the complex is also home to many
area* which offers vending machines and
small businesses.
study cubicles. And just north of the
With 67 units, Off-Broadway offers
apartments, the Level Bar is open for lunch
the comfort of downtown efficiency, two,
and dinner.
three-, and four-bedroom apartments. All
All leases include free parking, basic
apartments feature spacious bedrooms
cable TV, Internet, water, sewer and trash
designed to accommodate a king size bed,
removal. Tenants are responsible for paying
two nightstands, a dresser and a desk, and
electric and landline telephone bills.
includes large closets with ample storage
For more informat ion and for leasing details
space.
visit
http://www.AmericanSeatingPark.com
Off-Broadway apartments monthly rates
or call a leasing agent at (616) 776-2678.
include a studio for $675, a two bedroom for
By Matt Kuzawa

GVL Sports Editor

GVL / Brian B Sevald

Urban appeal: Only a few short blocks from the downtown campus, American Seating Park's Off Broadway
Apartments feature spacious four-bedroom units with full kitchens, two bathrooms and a large living room.
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Brookmeadow Apartments ease residents' local commute
Brookmeadow Apartments offer 'quiet, country setting,'
convenient access to Holland, Grand Rapids, Allendale
laced with ponds, gardens and woods” on
Brookmeadow’s Web site, the Grandville
location provides “the convenience of the
For commuter students looking to big city with the peace of mind of suburban
be
centrally
located,
living.” „,
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at 1,000 square feet and can
Brookmeadow units include
be furnished for an additional
leases. About
gas heat and hot water,
$ 1,067 per year for the one20 percent of
appliances, air conditioning,
bedroom apartments and $999
walk-in
closets
and
an
residents are GVSU
per year for the two-bedroom
enclosed garage.
option.
students.
Rent is $544 to $570 for
For more information call
the one-bedroom style and
616-719-5201 or visit the Web
$611 to $654 for two-bedroom.
site at http://www.brookmeadowapts.com.
Described as a “quiet, country setting,
managingeditffr@lanthorn.com
By Lauren Fitch

GVL Managing Editor
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Commuter friendly: Brookmeadow Apartments, by 1-96 in Grandville, offer access to Grand Rapids, Holland and Allendale
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Brookmeadow Apartments provide an
ideal balance for the individual with a busy
lifestyle that finds the need to escape In their
home after a long day
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We have the perfect apartment for you
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Check us out at www.americanseatingpark.com or call our leasing office to set up
an appointment 616-776-2678.
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189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments
Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one person
Eight floor plans; barrier-free units and single-stall, attached garages available
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Club house and community room facilities
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Outdoor sportcourt and beach volleyball areas
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